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CHAPTER I
-

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF' TERMS USED

One of the problems in teaching g$n ral chemistry in
colleges or universities is to
and the

l~borat ory

oo~relate

the lecture material

exper imentat ions 1n s uch a way as to devel•

op in the students a scientific attitude and an understanding
of the fundamentals or chemistry.

In this studyj the problem

was to e'lfaluate an experimental gen ral chemistry course in

which the laboratory and lecture periods were combined .
I . THE PROBLEM

Statement 2f. the erob;l,eDj.

Thie study was carried out to

determine: (1) what advantages a l abo r atory... eentered general
chemistry course might have over the conventional laboratory
cours , and (2) whe t her improved understanding of laboratory

work leads t o better learning of chemistry.

The four

fol~

lowing questions were raised in connection with the study or

this problem:
1 . What is the need for a laboratory-centered cours e?
2 . What has been done in t he past to meet this need?

3. Can students l earn chemistr1 more effect ive ly in a
labora.tor:r•centered course as compared to the co nventio nal
course?

4.

Is a

laboratory~ oentered

course to be preferred over

t he conventional cours e 1n tee.oher planning and programming?

2

II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Qonverrt:a.onaJ..

J.~boratori

co)JtS,fi• Usually, college GJhem.-

istry courses are set up to include three hours per week of

lecture or discussion and either three or four hours of laboratory work per weak.

A subject curriculum, such as chem-

istry, uconsis·ts not of a body of knowledge, unified by a
dynamic purpose, but rather of a collection of fragments of
information selected to give the learner an orderly coverage

• th
· eva ri ous aspec t s • • •• ul

o~

The lecture material is pre-

sented by a member of the department staff and, generally,
the la'b oratory is SU!'ervised by a graduate assistant . 2
In this type of an approach to teaching chemistry there

can be litt l e correlation between the lecture and the laboratory unless t he lecturer and t he laboratory supervisor

make a point to see that there is some co-ordination. 3

The conventional laboratory shall be referred to in
this dissertation as the eo.ntrol group .

LaboratOl;[....otnte:ted So!li'Si · In contrast to the con..
vention.al laboratory , this term implies that a chemistry
l :s . Othanel Smith , ,2.t il,., f.t'JWda.m~ntal§ .rat Cgfriculwu
D,§'!§~Q'Qiirlt, (New York: World :Book Company , 1957), P• 244 .
2 John Xan

liLaboratory Teaching , n JQUl'Qil 2!,

Eg9oD~~on, xxxl (19,4} 7 p. ~19 .
- - --t3In£1.

Ctmmts:a.:t.

3
course is organized in such a way that the laboratory work 1 ·
presented before the lecture mat erial and for ms the nucleus
of the course, thus changing the conventional approach .

The

lecture or discussion t ime, however, is made availabl e during the total time allocated to 'the

cou~se .

In this parti-

cular course, the time allot ed amounts to a total of six
hours per week, usually divided into at least two laboratory
sessions per week.
The laboratory-cent ered course shall be referred to as
the experiment al group .

CHAPTER II
THE NEED FOR A LABORJ\TOHY ....CENTERED

GENERAL CHEMISTRY COURSE

Science has reached the point where it has a great
influence on hu.man life .

During the last few years, many

experimental projects such as the Salk Pol:l.o Vaccine, jet
air transportation, atomic submar ines, and electronic

devel~

opments have materialized into areas of usefulness and have
made a scientific wor l d in which the American people might

live . 1

The atomic age has seen, thus far, the development of
many new fields of science and has caused the

Un:t ted

St ates

to become engr ossed in a continual search for more knowledge
in the areas of science .

Chemistry is one of the major areas

in which there is a continual search for knowledge .
Wi t h these

developments ~

there is a need for al l youth

to understand the met hods of science and the nature of t he

wor ld . 2
There is an intimat e and fundamental relationship
between t he welfare of a na·tion and its under ~ta.nd
ing of wisdom in using its natural resources . j
1 Nat iona.l Association of Manufacturer s , Xfll£. Opport gW.t iu in §giencfi i.rui Engin~er im£ , (New York: October, 1954) ,
P • 3•

2~ .
~i-G€ H. Simmons ~ 11-Natural Scientists Needed ," Na:!fm:e
Mag~zingh XXXXIV (November, 195'1), p . 489 .

5
The use of atomic weapons, atomi c submarines, posst ...
bilities of atoms-for.peaee, such as in atomto ears and push
button homes are within the grasp of the people i f research
can be continued by the scientists of all fie lds.
It seams reasonable to assume that very few of those
college students who start out taking a cours e in g eneral
chemistry, general physic , general biology, ete. , will major
1n chemistry, physics,

qf

biology~

However, by lnfo,rm1ng all

youth about science and about the scientifi c method,, perhaps
they will understand better the need for more ,1mt)rovement in
scie!l.tl:fio development in the Unit ed St ates.
The total s tudent enrollment in colleges is incr asing,
but at the same time it has been pointed out that th student
enrollment in engineering courses has been dropping. 1 This
means perhaps ; t hat fewer students have been enrol led in algebra, ehem1str1• and physics courses .
nob been

~~forming

many of the youth,

W , therefore; have
e~en

t hose i n college,

about chemistry or about the other sciences,
The~a.

are several reasons why students te nd to avoid

chemistry courses i n college_

One Peason is that the general

chemistry laboratory has become a plaoe where the students

==

6
carry out experiments» many of which have already been done
in high sohool.l

Another reason is that the experiments have

been so carefully outlined by the author or t he instructor
t hat wor ki ng them becomes mere cook book procedur e for t he
students and little l earning is involved , 2
Regardless of the reduced enrollment in t he science
courses "the educational value of t he l aboratory cannot well
be over-estimated . t~3

This statement implies the belief that

thos e students taking a laboratory course can gain greater
educational values t han those students not taking a laboratory
course.

However, should the ma terial presented in the l abor-

atory be uninteresting and unimportant to t he student, this
value will become minimized . 4
Several researc h studies have been made to determine
the value and effec t of using laboratory demonstrations instead of individual laboratory work .

These studies show that

the demonstration method of teaching a laboratory chemistry
..,...-* ...

fie

.

~ ,

~

l Bruc e Steward, "Trollble With Science Courses ," £oient~
LIX (September, 1954 ), PP• 165-9,

Montnlz,
2

Ib~g.

3w.

W. Knox,

\he Demonstration Method of Teaching Chem~Ou:Y;:¥lil .Qt. u;heiD!~saJ: ~JltiQKh X (1936), P• 166 .
u

istry, u
40 . T. F'ranklin, ttA Common-sense Basis of Chemistry
Teac hin~ in Sec on.dary ciohools, " :totY:llfaJ. £! Chemical ~W3iti,p,n

-----AX~-(\-,ll--93-3--),--p •

2 54.

·

.

7
coux·se is rno:re advantageous financially when working with
large groups of students beeause less equipment is needed . 1
HowEnrer ,

the research whieh vms made to determine the educa-

tional value has not })rovGm one method to be superior to the
other.

w. w.

Carpenter has eo11Cluded that students taught

by the demonstration t echnique sueaeed as well as s.tudents

taught by individual laboratory experiments .

His conolusions

were ba sed upon the results of' tests which were desig.ned to
measure recall and ability to think . 2
Francis C. Lankford, Jr, also co11eluded that t.here was

no diff erence in learning i.n either method. of teaching sqd. ...
enee .

His conclusions were .not based upon the results of

tests, but rather upon a series of research studies made by
other individuals .

He further concluded, on the basis of his

study, that the students prefer individual laboratory exper•
~

imental work to demonstrations . J

For the purpose of this research," a laboratory evalua•
tion form was p:resente.d to the students o:f an experimental

lF:rancis a. Lankford , Jr . Uindivi.dual Versus Demonstration Method of Teaching sclence, 11 :foux:nal £2! Chma~&J,
~g~c~t~Qn , XX (1943), p. 257 ·
·
·

2w. W. Carpent~r , "A Study of the Compa.r:l.son of Dif•
ferent Methods of Laboratory Practice of C@rtain Classes in
High School Chemistry , n Jou;rna~ .2!, ~Ja~m3,cra~ Eqy.c.;ation, III

_ ___,(.__..._192Dl,- P-•--:-7-9-S-3Francis

c. Lankford, Jr . , ~ · ~ ·

.

8
laboratory-oent~red

general chemistry class and to a con•

ventional general chemistry class . l

The two groups were

taking g$neral chemistry in the Spring semester of 1960 at
the College of the Pacific.
fo:rm

~vas

The purpose of the evaluation

to determine the student attitudes concerning cer-

tain aspects of the laboratory work .

The data have been

tabulated to swrunarize student reactions to the laboratory
program or course .

The questions were:

1. I would rather watch a demonstration than do an
experiment .

T F

2, l would rather vtork

than

in~ividually .

experim~mts

in small groups

T F

The tabulated ·resttlts are as follows:

TABLE I
SWII.iARY OF TWO QU.ESTIONS OF THE LABORATORY
EVALUATI ON .F'OR.l\l!S

~

Gr
.

Control
Exp

x~imentaJ.

l

2

T

12
2
,.

-------

F

-

T

F

28.

28

12

9

8

3

ltaboratory Evaluations A and B, Appendix B and

PP •

42•5•

c,

=

9
On a superficial examination of the results of these
two questions , it appears that these students would rather
work the experimentations themselves than watch someone else
do them.
According to the conclusions of Lankford and the answers
from the labor atory evaluation form, the individual laboratory
method of teaching chemistry was preferred by the

students ~

to the demonstration method .
There has been work done in physics to improve the math~
ods of teac hing physics course . 1 It seems, however, that very
little has been written regarding any attempt to teach a combination course in general chemistry .
In 1933, a study was made of 100 privatej public, large

city, small county, clas s1.cal, technical, and vocational schools
regarding laboratory work in elementary chemis try. 2 Seventyfive percent of t hose teachers who participated in the study
attempted t o correlate laboratory and lecture work and fel t
that the labora:tory work should preceed the textbook consideration .3

The value of having this type of arrangement over the

1N. H. Frank,. "Critique of Teaching Objectives in Col ...
leges, u Ph:-t§iCi 7:~da,y, VIII (June, 1955), po 20.
2Wilhelm Segerblom, "IJaboratory Wor k in Teaching Ele~ent6a:x·y Chemistry," Eguc;aj!ion , LIV (November, 1933), pp.
l )t9"" 3·

10
conventional type of genaral chemistry course was not considered in the study.
nlnety... eight percent

It should be pointed out, however, that

or

those t eachers t aking part in the

study, felt that individual laboratory work was necessa.ry·. 1
For the purpose of t his study, the method of ·teaching
a general chemistry laboratory course involves the correla•

tion. of the laboratory work and lecture material, introduc-ing the laboratory work first» although

11

unifying ••• labor-

atory work is one of the difficult problems in teaching
ehemistry . " 2

1~ .

2George G. Town "Unifying Lecture, Quiz and Laboratory
~~ctions in General ~hemist;ry, " :lourna,J. Q..f, OhemigiiJ" _jg,Y£5\~j on..--- - - - -

----I--x------(~-2-) ' p 0

1066.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES OF EVALUATING THE LABORATORY COURSE

Unity (between the laboratory work and the lecture
work ) • • • can be obt ained only by choosing definite objectives and by grading the results achieved in terms
of thes e objectives .
The following general purposes form the basis for this
study:

1. To develop a laboratory•eentered, one semester general chemistry course for college students .
2. To develop l aboratory exper iments that emphasize

important basic principles and relate them to other ohemieal phenomena .

3. To develop laboratory experiments t hat emphasize
the s cientific method .

4.

To eval uate the advantages of the laboratory-ce n-

tered chemistry course over the conventional laboratory
chemis try course .
The following course .objectives were establis hed t o

give t he students an opportunit y to:
1 . Appreciate t he development of chemi stry .

2 . Build a fund of information which correla t es with
the lecture ma t erial .

3. Develop an attitude toward the scientific method .
George G. Town,

~·

ait .

12

4.

Satisfy their natural curiosity about chemistry.

The objectives for th

la.boratory.. cent et>ed oou.r ae are

similar to accepted course objectives

ro~

a conventional

general chemistry course such as those lis ted by W. R. Car• ....

mody. l

They are: (1) to develop i nterest in experimental

work; (2) to develop training in scientific method, (3) to
develop appreoi&tion for doing experimentation, and (4) to

develop knowledge of and familiarity with substances by
first hand stucly.

Two specific objectives were considered necessary for
the purpose of this study.

They are: {1) to determine whether

a good understanding of laboratory work leads to easier
ing of chemical theory·, and (2) to

learn~

valuate the advantages of

correlating the laboratory material with the lecture material.
In terms of the above objectives. t he following h y po-.
theses were chosen as a means of

~y.1d1ng

the study

towa~d

valid aonclus1@ns;
1. Studenbs will be better able to understand chemical
theory if the theory is evolved as a result or an experiment
conducted in the laborato:r;r.

2. Students will develop a more

favo~able

attitude to ...

ward the laboratory work if they carry out experiments which

lw. R. Carmody; "Elementary Laboratory Instruction, 11
Journal 2.f Chemical Education.~~ XII (193.$), J!)• 233.

--

13
anable them to enlarge their viewpoint in chemistry.

In o:rde:r to validate these

hypoth~se~5,

the following

evaluation techniques were used wit h the experimental lab•
ora'tory-centere>d group ancl the conventi ob.al control group:
1. A

meas~e

of the· s tudent s 1 mas tery of the subject

matter was det ermined by:
a . Three examinations of 1ntegPated lecture ... lab•

oratory questions during the

semest~r.

b. An examination f or the mastery of l aboratory
technique.

(This examJ.na.tion was given to both groups) 1 •

c . A fina l examination whioh was given to both groups .
2. The students • atti t udes tmvard the instructor and t he

laboratory were measured by:
a . An

inst~rnctor

rating seal e in whioh the student s

were asked to rate the i nstructor in terms of a: serles
of questions developed by Har r y Hu.ja . 2
b . Am a t titude rating soale in \Vhich the stUdEmt s of

both groups made a ratir.Lg of the l aborator y exper1ences . 3

.

. ·- .

.

.q-4'
lLaboratory Examination, Append~x A, P• )it•
.
2Harry Ru ja , nA Student-centered Instructor-rating seale,"
Ji;dy,gatigp.aJ._ ~~ninj, g];:at1PU i.tJ4 Sttpg:::>'ti§iog, XXXIX (195'3) , PP •

209·17·

3Laboratory Evaluations A and B, Appendix B and

c,

pp . 4·2-~'------

14

The la'bort,\t.,ry manual which was u_sed for thi s study
was prepa.x•ed especiallY f<lJr the eotars~ . l

the

manua~,

In addi tion to

supplemental readings from pertinent articles

i n scientific journals an.d assignmen.ts from sever al refer ,..
enc~s

were useq .

A textbook was not used, other than fer

reference work .

-

CHAPTER IV
METHODS USED IN TEACHING THE COURSES

The study

was

conducted.; as previously diseussod 1 , to

compare the conventional laboratory course with the labor ...
ator y~cent ered

course .

A discussion of the teaching pro-

cedures for the two courses :ts the crux

(!)f

this chapter .

In the conventional laboratory method of teaching
general chemistry, the lecture material is presented by a
member of the department st ff and, usually, there is
little or no discussion between the student and the

in~

structor .
A specific text is usually selected by the instructor

and this text becomes the basis for the lecture material
and for most of the study assignments.
In the laboratory, the students pe:J:>f'orm experiments as

outlined in a laboratory manual .

This is not different from

the method used in the labora,t ory-eentered course. e:xeept 1n
the ease of reeording the data and writing reports-

The stu-

dent usually completes the report sheet as he conducts each
procedure and hands it, when finished, to the instructor. who

is

usu~lly

a graduate student.

The subjeet considered in

the experiment, however, may not have anything to do with
what is being presented in the ;lecture seet:lon.

---------1~stat-~ent of the Problem, Chapter I, p. 1.
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The time allotment for the conventional laboratory
method ie discussed in Chapter I, page 2.
In some past observations during this author's teach...
1ng experiences, there appeared to be some undesirable
aspects of the conventional laboratory such as rigidity
1.n time allotment for laboratory experiraents and correla-

tion between laboratory and

~eoture.

B cause of these

observations, the author became aware of a need for a dlf·
ferent approach to the teaching of general chemistry.

I

The~e

fore, a laborator1... oentered general chemistry course was

set-up as an experimental course.
The laboratory-centered

chemistry course has
been defined and contrasted to the conventional eourse. 1
g~ne r al

While there were two d1st1nct areas of study in the laboratory-center d eourse, the laboratory work and the thaory
work, there was not much of

Q

distinction of time allotment

except that theory time would be set-up after the completion
of a laboratory experiment .
The theory part

or

the course was taught using the ex-

periment as the main vehicle for transmitting knowledge to
the students.

Lectures, discussions, and recitations were

also used depending on the partleular situation.

For example,

lnetinition of Terms Used, Chapter 1, pp. 2-3 .

~

17
in Experiment l of the labor~ tory ma.nua1 1 , material on d 1reot
eonbination of elements forming new compounds as in the ease

ot t he foJ.lo"V-ling:
+
may need some bit of explanatien to sUp!i>lY details beyond a

sim.ple $quation .
The theory work cantered around the laboratory work and
experiments, thus givingb what the author consid rs bo

maximum

eor1~elat ion

be~

a

of laboratory and theory work .

The laboratory work in the experimental class differred
from that of' the eonventicmal group in tM.t report sheets
were not available until after the e:xperinumt was completed .
In the laboX'ato:vy eour•sc; the s tudent coll cts his data in a

l aboratory

not$~book

which is his permanent book record of

observations and experimentations .

He is expected to an wer

questions on the report sheet on the basts of what information he has recorded in the permanent reeord .
Another major contrast between the two methods of' teaoh...
ing g neral chemistry was t he fact that a specific

not used i.n the experimental oo'!lrse .

t~xt

was

The autho:r felt that

by allowing the s tudant to do independent l"ead ing on a par-

'bicular top:te or area of general chemistry; the student would

lvavoulls a~d Vlassis, ~· eit., p. l.

18
get a broader view ... point of the ma.tel'ial and· perhaps, :tn
many oases, answer his own questions as thGy detrelope.a .

The

laborato~y~oentered

for three hours each time .

olaas met two days each week
F'ourteen laboratory experiments

were performed by the students in the fifteen weeks.

Fol-

lo·wlng are the t lme allotments, a.nalys is of purposes, o -

jeatives, and teaching aotivitiea of five of the units
worked out in the experimental oourae .
F;xp:erirnent

g:

Measurement.

The purposes of' this e:x:perimentl were to know how to
measure length with .a meter stick, to become proficient in
he use or a triple beam balance, to

~nderstand

the methods

of determining dens1t1es of liquids and solids, to be able
to convert unite from the Metric Systan1 to the English

System and vice
late numbers,

ve rsa~

and to· s.ttatn the ability to manipu-

exponents~

and significant figures .

The students were given an opportunity to work with the
various instruments for determi.ntng length, weight , temperature, and density .

They weighed a block of wo-o d and measurEiid

its volume, thereby allowing them to calculate the density .
Various liquids such as benzene, water, and carbon tetra~

chloride were used to measure the density of liquids u.qing a
hydrometer.

The students used a.pproxlmately 100 minutes for

lvavou11s and Vlassis, £.2•

ill•'

p.

4.
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their

expe~imentations $

At the completio.ti o.r the work in the laboratory, a dis ...
knowle~.ge

cussion was held to determine the
on the

su~jeot

co.ntent of measurements .

The teacher led the

discussion, by calling for quest1.ons frora. the
asking some l eading questions.

ef the students

studen~ s

and by

This discussion period took

approximately 30 minutes .
The students were supplied with a se t of numerical problems to be worked for practice in conversions and manipulations.

In add ition, an explanation was made of several

typical problems.

The timo allotted for work on the practice

problems was 30 minutes .
Experiment 6:

Ioni2, Non-eo±ar,

~<!

Polar .Q9.mf20UJ}ds .

The students were expected to differentiate between
ionic, non... polal"~ and

olar compounds in terms of solubility,

freezing point, boiling point, and conductivity of t1e eleetric Cl.trrent.

Also, they were to know what an ionic and co-.

valent bond is and to underst and partial ionic oha.raoter in
covalent bonds .
The students were glven an opportunity to observe various
properties of different types of compounds..

They made tests

to determine if sodium chloride, water, methyl alcohol, oar ...
bon tetrachloride and benzene were

oluble in one

another ~

Freezing points and boiling points werG determined from the

- -

-
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students 1 search in various chemistry texts or from the hand ....
book.

Va:rtous conductivity tests were made on solid and

molten sodium chloride, distilled water, methyl alcohol,
· carbon tetrachloride,
ac'id .

ben~ene,

ugar solutions, and acetic

The students used approximately 120 minutes of the

period for experimentation.
During the discussion led by the instructor, several
questions were raised by the students regarding ionization
pot ential and elect:r•on affinity ind ioat ing 'that the s1;udents

were not sure of the meanings .

Because an understanding of

these terms were necessary for the fulfillment of this experiments the remainder of the class period was devoted to a
discussion o.f' these terms .

Thla

ook approximately .30 min..

utes during the period .
Part of the following class period was utilizod by the
instructor to lecture on the ·difference between the ionic
and aovalent bond .

Questions we·r e s o licited from the stu-

dents on the subject of bonding .

The instructor utilizGd

80 minutes .
The remaining 60 minutes of the period was used for re ...
view of polar and

non~polar

compounds .

The students were

requested to read material on the following t opics: Atomic
nucleus, neutrons , protons , mass number , alpha rays, beta

rays,. and gamma particles .
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Experiment

-

1: The Gaseous State,
.

The purposa of this experiment was to have th

students

1 arn the .,meaning of Boyle • s and Charles t Laws ,and to verify
them in the· laboratory.
The students were given the a portun1.t-y 'co prove to
themselves that the pressure and volume of a gas will be
inversely proportion-1 to one another at a constant temperature.

The a paratus is shown in Experiment 7,.

as the gas and by raising the burette, the

decreased, or by raising the funnel, the
increased.

Air was used

ressuz·~

would be

ressure would be

In ei thel" case·, the vollme coul d be read from

· he bur0tte .

One eomplioa t1on arose from this beQause th,e

numbers on the burette increase from top to bottom but in
tha

. ex~eriment

the burette was up-side down .

work was stopped and an explanation of why-

th~

At this point,
burette

w~s

up-.s:tde sown was made as well as an explanation on how to

read the volume ,

Charles' Law was also verified by the

students using t he apparatus as outlined i.n Exr)eriment 7.

The students utilized approximately 150 minutes (includ ing
1.5 minutes for olarifiontion on reading the burette) for
verification of Boyle • s Law and about 60 minutes for v·erify-

ing Charles' Law .

The students were asked to read m terial on the follow.
ing topics to give a broad background of information toward
the gas lawn;

Kinetic Molecular Th ory of Matter, the effect
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of temperature on mo l ecular energies, the e ff ect of pressure
on the volume of a gas, and the e f fect o f temperature on the

pressure of a gas .
A supplementary lecture was used by the instructor to
give the students an opportunity to more clearly under·stand

the assumptions of the Kinetic

~1olecular

Theory and to see

the relationship of this theory to the diffusion of a gas .
The lnstruc tor u.sed 60 minutes for this lecture .

Another
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mtnutes wa.s used in dis cuss ion Boyle l s and

Charles' Laws in relation to questions students asked .

Exper•iment

.1:£:

Aclds and Bases .

The purposes of' this exper ment was to have the student
test the conductiv ity of various flolutions of acids and bases
and lden·tify as weak or strong, to have the studerrlis acquire
skill :tn using a cond uctivity apparatus , to r.tave the student s
become famil i ar with several indicators and to have the students be able to determine e.x:per imentally the degree of ionization of a weak acid and a t..reak base .
The students l!Iere given a.n opportunity t o observe t'he
capacity of solutions of acids - and bases to conduct an electric current .

On the basis of their obs ervations , they

were a.ble to classify them a s either v-reak or st r ong electro ...

l ytes .

The degree of ionization of a wea k acid was determined

=
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hydrosen ion concentration of

by the students by testing the

a 1 M solution of acetic ae1d with an indicator.

Th y also

determin d the degree of ionization of a weak base such as
ammonium hydroxide .
'r e s ud ents '"ere given a pro lam ass18nment aheet con-

cerning acids and bases.

They utilized part of a total of

150 minutes for the assignment and the remaining tlme was

spent on the experiments.

The laboratory ex erienoe of' 'hhe students just described
was sup lamented by a lecture presented by the instructor on

rl"henius The...,ry.

the

The students were expected to under-

stand the Arrhenius Theory as well a
and

Lowry~

The t me spent on

thi~

the Theory of Bronst d

lecture wae about 60 min-

utes .
A second lecture was given by the

instru~tor

as a

sup ~

plement to give the student an opportunity to be become
aHs.re of the terms mo l arity a.nd normality as expressions of

concentrat .ons.

The

inst:ruct~r

utilized approximately :50

minutes for this presentation.

Exper.roent

!&:

Oxidation-R~ducti~ .

There tv-are several purposes for having the students

conduct this experiment .

The author \.Yan·ted to allow them

the opportuni.ty to know hotv to solve titration problems,
--~a~t~.

problems, and calculations of coneentrati ns, to
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the definition of oxidation and reduction, to

understan

learn what o.x1oe.tion numbers are e.nd how to calculate them,
to develop a ser•ie·s of metals on the basis of their activity,
and to become familiar with some common

oxidation~reduction

reacti.ons.

Refore any laboratory work was started, tho instructor
ut iliZR

about 120 mtnutes .f 'or lectu.ring

nd dis cuss lon on

the role of the electron in o idation-reductian.

Oxidation

numbers vrere explatned and t e .r relation t;o valence was
po 1nted out.
The Rtudentn were then given e.n op ortunity to make

some observattons 1.n the laboratory .

They placed strips of

several metals such as zinc, eo P. er 11 iron, an

morottry in

various test tubes containing soluti.ons o.f copper sulfate,
silver nitrate, hytlx•ochloric acid, iron sulf'at
nitra.te.

J

and mercury

,The time of reaction, if any, was noted and the

strengths of the metals as reducing agents "1ere eompa.red .
The students also had an opportun1'ty to o"os.erve the. reaction
of potassium pe:rmanganate wtth

evera1 ooncentrat1ons of

hydrochloric e.oid and with a basic solution of hydrogen

sulflde .

't'he students ut 11 tzed approximately 180 minutes

conducting these various experim.ntations .

CHAPTER

v-

DATA AND EVALUATIONS
In order to evaluate the significant differences between
a conventional laboratory course and a correlated lecturelaboratory course, three student groups were observed and
tested.

The conventional course, which was used as the con·

trol in this study, was divided into a lecture section and a
laboratory section.

The third group formed the experimental

laboratory-cantered class.
Table II presents the composition of the groups in terms
of the number of men and women taking one or the other of
these general chemistry courses during the Spring semester of
196o at the College of the Pacific.
TABLE II

NUMBER OF MEN AND WOMEN ENROLLED IN EACH
SECTION UF GENERAL CHEMISTRY
Number of Students Enrolled

Group
Men

Women

Total

Lecture

20

7

Laboratory

1?

2

27
17

7

4

11

Experimental

It was intended to use the grade prediction scores in
chemistry, based on the scores from the Washington Diffar----ent~al

Grade Predication Tests given at the College of' the

Pacific.

However, these scores were not available tor all

of the students ta.ld.hg part in this study because some stu...
dents wer e transfers from institutions which were not in. the
program.
As a criterion, to compare the control group and the
experimental group with

refere~1ee

to their predictive ability

to do work in chemistry, it was necessary to use the raw

scores of quantitative reasoning based on the American Coun•
cil on Education Psychological Examination,. subsequently re ...
ferred to as thet ACE Test . 1 These scores were available for
all of' the students enrolled in the chemistry courses of this
study.
There is some precedence for using the scores of

quanti~

tative reasoning as a means of predicting student ability in
chemistry.

Mary Elizabeth Kenealy and Alfred S, Lewerenz

have used Test 4, Quantitative Reasoning? of the

1~ ~2st§

~ ~ P~v~topm~~t to identify potential scientists . 2

Paul F. Brandwein has also used quantitative reasoning
scores of students as a basis for predicting science abil ...
1Psychological Corporation, Am.erigs..~ Q.gunclJ. .2n Ed,q<l,ition P~YQh0!2&i~l ~ami~tion, (New York: Psychological
eorporation, 1948,.

2Mary Elizabeth Kenealy and Alfred s.
-tify

.t~rl2:,

. en~ a
ng neer~, ~ Vooat~ona~
XXXII (Autumn, 1953}, P• 32 .

· z, urde-n-- - - - - - - -

G~i~§nc§ ~-

2.1
ity . 1

His predictions were based upon the scores of several

hundred high school students .
The scores obtained by the students on quantitative
reasoning of the ACE Test are found in TABLE III , page 18.
The names of the students in the groups will not be included because the scores are confidential .

In order to determine what significant differences exist
between the three groups, a student

11

t••

from t he quantitative reasoning scores .

score was calculated
The student

"t"

score is a numerical measure of a deviation between the difference of means divided by the standar d

"t 11 scores are calculated
1. X
2.

3
4

•

•

by

deviat~on.

Student

use of the following formulas:

2)(

=N

a = ~·~1ti _(~~
~-

\7

-

f.:

::s

t

_Q_
1fiiJ=T

Xz - X1

'{<9tz. + ~l

(Sigma ) is the sum of the scores of each item, X is
the mean score , N is the number of items, 0 (Sigma bar) i s

the standar d deviation,

~

(Theta ) is an estimate of the mean

of the population in terms of st andard error, and

xl

and

x2
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TABLE III
STUDENT ACE TEST SCORES ON QUANTITATIVE REASONING
Student

Lecture

1
2

49
45

54
48

3
4

Laboratory

45
47

Experimental

33
53
42
39

57

40

l

46

49

11
42

56

!~

18

9
10
11
12

25

20

43

35

~

13

14

15

20

4-2

50

61
64

44

44

39
47

19

'7
50

i~

43

~g

16

57

38
59

31

20
21

44

g6

22

23

24
25.

39
57
54
55

26
27

Pos sible score for each group:
r=r:e==:=rn '

24

11

31

41

12

44

BL! :

t.

"'#

£

• :

'&

68
±e s

1

=

.:::

i'ii'Atl3

are the means of groups 1 and 2 . 1
The student 1't 14 score d esignates a significant differ ...

1Allen L. Edwards, 9.tratisti,.cal. Mtthog§ tQt t he Btb,avtor*al ~SiJWrces, (New York: Rinehart & Company» I:ti'C':, 1954~------

- PP-· 24o-~-G-.
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enee between groups if the score iSI within a range
a,.nd ~h~8 or a 5... 1% lev·e l of sign1f1canee. 1

or 1.96

In this study, the stud¢llt lit" score measures the

significant difference of the raw scores of t he ACE
of quantitative

r~asoning

~est

made by the various groups

be~

1ng studied.
T.ABLlLIV is a swrunary of the scores of Sigma, Sigma

squared, Sigma bar ,

x, and Theta

computed from the quant•

itative reasoning values of the gronps.2
TABLE IV

CALCULATED SCORES FOR Titffi EXPERIMENTAL AND
THE CONTROL GROUPS ON REASONING

• ~ - ·'· ..... {;
Group

-~:'

, :: n::::.r::: : ·

r

:

) :.;_ .; .g.;

Lx

B -2 . ..: .;~.:;

r m::: ~ <: ...

X

( ?_,J '-

a

C9'

t r :--- :c:- ~:1

..

_J;

-=."'r::-:

Laboratory cOl'ltrol

869

51

4;'806

9· 27

2. 32

Expe~imental

352

32

13846

15.32

4~ 8;

The students in the experimental. and the labo:r.a tory
control. groups wer e administered a laboratory test to
. 1 G•. Mil ton Sm1 th, A Sj;mPltG;td ~ - iQ St~~a.t!s~,
(New York; Rinehard & Company, •ne w, ~-19~ ), P• ~ •

2Gal<.mlated seores for TJWLE IV Appendix D•., P• 48 .
11

=
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measure knowledge of scientific method, the familiarity of
laboratory apparatus, and the knowledge of
tion.

experimenta~

The test was composed especially for this study and

it had no measured reliability.

However, it \!fas felt that

a measure of reliabiltty was not necessary since a student
utu score was being determined and t hereby only the signi-

ficant difference of' the 'test results between the ·cwo

groups was being measured.

TABLE V shows the results of'

the calculations made and the resulting student •1 t 11 score
between the t wo groups on the laboratory test •.1

TABLE V
CALCULATED SCOli.ES FOR THE LABORATORY TEST

Gr oups
Laboratory control
Exper i ment al

Student

"t"

( 2: )( )2

2x

X

1000

;8. 9

61024

11 .,3 2.83

504

45-7

26208

17·2

--...-...-...

0

(9-

5.8;

score : 2 •.15

The third evaluation made was of the students' attltudes toward the laboratory experiences .

The student

"t" score was calculated from t hree critera: (1) a score
was computed on the basis of the true answers, (2) a

1cale ula ted scores :eo~V--,----Apf7efiti-!x--:F'L.-,-p...--.---,.?~6-.--------
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score co.mpu.tad from the false answers, and (3) a score was
computed from the sum of the differenees between the true
and false answers ,

!n all three cases, the student

scores were outside the acceptable range

or 1. 96

nttt

and 2~58 . 1

T.ABLE VI lists the scores ealcul.a·ted to compute the studEmt

•ttn soore between the two

grOl.'lps

o.n the labora tory eval ...

uation . 2
TABLE; 1TI

CALCULATED SCORES FOR THE LABORATORY EVALUATI ON

=

' U"'t=~,.;;m·~:.-=:.===:

'
Laboratory

_;:' , m:J :;~·...::=?;t::; _

!#! I =

' · =:w=:;;:; = ,;_e::nen

r,

=:====·=::::·

r-x

X

( ~)( )'

True

408

19 ,4

1.0802

11 . 7

2. 62

False

429

20 . 4

11683

8.3

1.84

Difference

-20

-1.0

11609

23.5

!) .. 25

2. 9

o.67
o.84

control

a

e-

Experiment&!
True

110

,.2

False

128

5.8

763
1036

Diff erence

... 25

... 1 .. 2

1121

3· 7
7·2

1.61

== ==-;;
TABLE VII shovvs

t~he

resulting student

"t"

scores for

the three categories of laboratory a.v aluation ,

la , Milton Smith ,

.2ll •

£.1.t,

- - - ---=
2·C-a-1-e-a±-a-t-ed----s-eo-r·e-s-f-or- Tid3t,E VI, App endix E,, p .

5I .
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TABLE

VII

STUDENT "t'' SC ORES FOR THE LABORATORY EVALUATION

True

False

Student utu score
I

:;o,~::

.,,

Difference
-0 .912
'f

? · dCb

C HAPIJ~ER

VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
'l'hrus study was mad$ to determine whether there were
any signlficant differences between the

l~~sult$

of a eon-

ventional general chemistry labora.tory course al'ld a laborat ory•eentered general chemistry course as far as

stu~

dent interes t an.d achievement are concerned .
It vta s assumed that the students would. r eact more

favorably to a course in whieh the subject matt$r evolved

as

a natural reaction from curiosity created through

experimentation.

Also, 1t was thought that beca.u.se the

students would favor the laboratory-centered type of
course , they would naturally learn more chemistry and
become better acquainted with the scientific method .
Several methods

or

evaluating the laboratory-centered

general chemistry course in comparison to the conventional
general chemistry laboratory course were used .

First, the

gr oups were compared on quantitative reasoning ability
based on the American Councll on Education Psychological
Ex:amination. 1 The resulting student "t" score was 3· 54-.
This was beyond the acceptable range of significance which

l Ameriean Council on Education Psychological Exa.m-

~X'l&-t-1-e~n,--.w:tr-~1--t •
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is between 1.96 and 2.58. 1

Therefore , it is concluded

that the groups in this study were not signifieantly different i n their potential to do work in chemistry.
The second evaluation made was on t he basi.s of a laboratory examination

a dminist~red

·co

the l aboratory control

group and to the experimental group.

A student '*t 11 score

was computed to measux·e the differEmce between the groups
on the learning of the scientific method, the familiar•
ity of tlle laboratory appa.rattts; and the knowledge of ex•

p.e rimenta.tion.

The resulting student

ntn

seore was 2 .1;

which lies within the range of significance.

Because the

mean score for the conventional group was higher (5'8 .9)
thal'l the mean score f'or the laboratory-centered group

(45. 7), the student

"t••

seore indicates that the conven...

t1ona1 group had better results on the laboratory examin•
ation.

It

'11®-S

concluded that the conventional group did

a better job of learning the scientific method , of becoming familial' with the l aboratory apparatus, and of
gaining knowledge of experimentation.

Third, · the evaluation of student reactions toward the
laboratory was made and the resulting s-tudent
were

5~,25

lo.

"t" scores

for the statements the students felt were t rue,

Milton Smith, ~· £11,

J5
7.28 for those statements the students felt were false,
and -0.912 for the differences between the true and false

items ,

The student ntu scores were either below or above

the range of significant diff erence.
On the basis of the computed student

Ut 11

scores, it

was demonstrated that the groups observed and tested were
not significantly different in the area of quantitative
reasoning and were, therefore, not significantly different
in their ability to do work in chemistry .

Since the students • reactions to the laboratory course
were not significantly diff er ent eitherp it would be
· '

i

as~

sumed that the results of the laboratory examination should
not be diifferent .

However, the groups were diff erent

~n

their ability to do the work and in their attitude toward
the laboratory, the Gxperimental laboratory-centered group
d:td not do as well as the conventional laboratory group
on the laboratory examination.
From these observations and data, the original hypothesis did not hold .

The students in the experimental

laboratory-cent ered general chemistry course did not understand chemical t heory as well as the conventional group
and they did not become better imbued with the scientific

attitude or with laboratory

method-S-G~tee-nn--i-t}:ftGJr
- -. ------------
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The assumpt3.on t hat the students v1ould show a more
favorable attitude toward the laboratory work did not hold
up either as shown by the student

"t"

scores on the lab-

oratory evaluation form.
It is to be concluded then, that the laboratory-cen-

tered method of teaching general chemistry did not achieve
the stated objectives as tell as the conventional approach
to the teaching of general chemistry.
There are several assumptions that might be made from
the conclusions of this study.

1'he first assumption as

to why the experimental group did not appear to achieve
as well as the control gr oup is that the tests and evaluations used were not valid or reliable.

It was assumed

that the reliability need r1ot be considered in the study
and it may be that this assumption was not valid.
Another assumptiqn is that the small sampling of the
experimental group wa.s not a random sampling.

In other

words , the group might not have had as favorable a comparison to the control group as indicated by the student
"tu scores on the quantitative reasoning tests.

This

assumption would be even more apparent when one considers
the fact that several students in the experimental group
were not educated in American schools and had a language

37'
The third assumption is that small samplings do not
give the same results as large samplings .

It would be

possible in t his study to have student "t" scores which
are not valid because the scores were computed from small
samplings .
If another study of this type were to be carr·ied out,
it would be desirable to use ·two large classes of students
who have had a se:r·ies of measured results on tests of math-

ematical concepts» quantitative reasoning, r eading speed,
and reading comprehension .

These would be used to pre-

dict the students' potential in chemistry .
I .n addition, standardized tests, wi t h valid and re-

liable norms, would be used to measure the learning which
takes place.

Wi t h these criteria, a valid conclusion

might be drawn concerning tl1e ability of the students in
a laboratory-centered general ohemistry class in comparison to the ability of students in a conventional labor ...
atory class .
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APPENDIX A
LABORATORY EXAMINATION

A. LABORATORY EXAMINAT IONl
1, Incandescent carbon particles cause a gas flame to be
yellow..

To obtain a hotter blue flame you should (1)

open the aj.r holes, (2) close the air holes t (3) open
the needle valve at the base of the burner to increase
the gas supply, (4) partly close the supply valve at
the gas jet (5) place a beaker of cold water over the
flame to cool the flame .
2, When diluting concentrated H2so4, the acid should be

added to the water because (1) mixing takes place more

rapidly, (2) sulfuric acid j,s a strong acid, (3) sul ...
furie acid must be protected from air by a layer ot
water , (4) this pr ocedure keeps the temperature down
by allowing maximum dilution and avoids spattering.

3• The pair of materials which would explode upon heating
are (1) sulfur and sugar, (2) potassium chloride and
sulfur, (3) potassium chlorate and sulfur, (4) sodium

chloride and manganese

dioxide~

( :n sodium chlor·ate

and manganese dioxide.
4. Some sodium chlorate, NaC1o , is decomposed by heati.ng

3

an.d all of its oxygen is driven out.

The best solvent

for removing the residue in the test tube is (1) alco ...

45'
hol, (2) aqua regia, (3) carbon disulfide, (4) hot water,

(5) ni tric acid.

5·

You have a beaker nearly full of gasoline on your lab•
oratory table and it catches

fire~

You should (1) pour

water into the beaker , (2) throw it into the sink, (3)
cover the beaker with a wet cloth, (4) blow out the

flame, (5) let it burn itself out.

6. The instr ument which is used to measure the gain or l.oss

or

heat is (1) a manometer, (2) a hydrometer, (3) a

cal~

orimeter, (4) a barometer, (5) a voltmeter .

7• A student weighing an object on a triple beam balance
which is sensitive to 0.01 g,

When the beam balances,

the weight on one beam is in the notch marked 60
the weight on another beam in the notch marked
the weight on

th~

g.,

7 g .. , and

.,third beam which weighs by the htm•

dred·ths of a gram is at zero.

Considering the signifi ...

cant figures the weight which should be recorded is (1)

57.0,

(2)

76.o,

<3> 67.00,

(4)

76.oo.

<5> 67.ooo.

B. Two substances used in the usual laboratory preparation
of oxygen are (1) HgO, (2) H2o, (3) Mgo, (4) Mno 2 ,
{5) KCl03.
The purpose of the next section is to test certain aspects
of t he scientific met hod, such as understanding

or

exper-

imental evidence for a statement, use of theory to explain

U6
phenomena and ability to distinguish between experimental
evidence and theoretical interpretation.
Items 9 through 16 are grouped in pairs.
each pair is a statement .

select the best

STATEMENT:

The items require t hat you

m_rum~ntal

~cal ~xu lane~loq

Preceding

evig§hCf! and the best .t)leore;t-

for each statement.

The anode product in the electrolysis of sol•
utions of hydrogen chloride depends upon the
concentration of the solution.

9· The best experimental

(1). The electrolysis of lN HCl

evidence for this

between inert electrodes

statement.

requires a potential of

10. The best theoretical

1.3

volts while the electrlysis

explanation of the

of O. OlN HCl requires 1.7

s t atement .

volts .

(2). Hydrochloric acid is

complete~

ly dissociated in dilute
solution.

(3). The anode product from·the
lN solution is a greenish yellow gas while that from the
o.OlN solut ion is a colorless, odorless gas .
(4). Two gases are formed in
the electrolysis of both solutions but the greenish-yellow

4:7
gas dissolves in the more dilute solution so that only the
colorless gas is observed .

(5). When either of two ions
may be oxidized at an anode, the one requiring the lowest
potential will be oxidazed and this potential depends upon
the concentration as well as upon the relative ease of oxidation.
STATEMENT: The pressure exerted by a gas is inversely proportional to the volume it occupies .
11. The best experimental

(1). When t he space in which

evidence for this

the gas molecules move

statement .

is halved , 'the number of

12. The best theoretical

collisions they make with

explanation of this

the walls per second is

statement .

doubled .
(2). A gas always completely

fills t he container .

(3) . If the pressure on a
sample of gas is

doubled~

the gas is compressed to half its

original volume.
(4). Gas moleCllles travel in
straight lines at high speed .

(5). The sum of the partial
pressures of the gases in a mixture is equal to the total

48
pressure of the mixture .
STATEMENT: Iodine is less reactive chemicallY. than chlorine .

13. The bes t experimental

(1). The outer valence shell in

evidence for this

the iodine atom contains

statement .

seven electrons .

14. The best theoretical

(2) . Chlorine liberates iodine

explanation of this

from a solution of potas ...

statement.

sium iodide.

(3). The iodide ion, because of
i t s greater diameter, holds au extra electron less firmly
than does the chloride ion .

(4) . Iodine is a solid at room
temperature; chlorine is a gas .
( 5 )-

When an aqueous solut ion

of potassium iodide is electrolyzed, :rr ee iodine is lib ...
erated at the anode .
STATEMENT: The electrical conductance of a solut ion of
Ba ( OH) 2 slowly decreases upon the addition of

H2S0 4 t o a minimum, and then s lowly increases .

15.

The best experimental

(1). The Ba (OH)

2

solution be-

evidenc e for t his

comes more dilut e since

statement ~

its volume is increased

16 . The best theoretical

by adding t he H2S04 soltl...

=
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explanation of this

tion(2). Ions are removed from the

statement.

solution by the formation
of water and insoluble BaS04•
(3). The inter ionic attraction
effect is lncreased by adding the H2so4 •
(4) . An electri.c lamp placed

in a circuit tn series with the solut ion becomes dim as
the H2S04 is added and then ber.!omes bright again.
(5) • .A.n indicator placed in

t he solution changes col or .
17. In terms of Hg, standard conditions are (1) 760 mm and

273° A, (2) 76 em and 32°F, (3) 76 om and 0°F, (4) 760
mm and 0°A, (5) 76 mm and 0°0.
18. When a strip of zinc is placed in a solution of AgN03
(1) the zinc and solQtion do not react, (2) silver is
replaced from solution , (3) a

silver~zinc

alloy forms,

(4) oxygen gas is evolved, (5.) heat is evolved.
19. Water (1) always freezes at a temperature of 4°C., (2)
has its greatest densi ty at 0°C., (3) always boils at
a temperature of 100°C,, (4) has its gr eatest density
at

4°c.,

(5) remains 4°C. a.t the bottom of very deep

bodies of water .
20, K, Mg, Al, Zn, Fe, Sn, Pb, H,

cu,

Hg » Ag, Au represent

=
=
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(1) a group of t he periodic table, (2) a series of the
periodic table, (3) an electromotive seri es , (4) a transmutation series , (5) an activity series .
Classify items 21-25 as follows:
1 . A scientific

~

expressing the directly observable

re~

sults of many different experiments ,

2. A scienti fic 1

eor~ ,

which, while it

annot

be

dir~gt;u:

measured or observed , is in accord with and explains
t he results of experiments .

3o A !als~ stcat§moot of a law, theory, or defini tion.
4 , A cor rect definit ion of · a chemical term or expression,
either in terms of experimental behavior or of som1d
scientific theory .

5- A specific experimental fact that is not related to
any s cientific law.

21 . Chemical reactions occur through t he tendency of element s wi t h l ess stable el ectronic s tr uct ur e to attain
a more stable structure by the gain, l oss, or sharing
of electrons .
22 . An element ls a substance which has never been de ...
composed into simpler substances by ordinary chemical

react:f.ons .

23 . Roll sulfur is yellow in color.

51.
24, The volmaes of gases involved in a chemical reaction

""--"-

stand t o one another in t he ratio of small whole num ..
bers provided all measurements are made at t he same
t amper atm•e and pressures.

25.

A catalyst altars t he speed of a chemi cal reaction
wi t hout t aking any part in it-

=
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B. LABORA1'0l:\Y EVALUATION A

(Given only to the Experimental Group)
Please evaluate the laboratory work you have done this
semester in terms of the following statements .
(true)or F (false) depending on how

~

Circle T

feel about the

statement regarding xour laboratory experiences .

·T F 1. I would rather watch a demonstration than do an
experiment.

T F 2. I would rather work experiments in small groups
than individually.

T F 3· I reel that laboratory has no practical value.
T F 4. I have fel t frust r ated in laboratory .
T F

5·

T F 6.

I have no use for chemistry .
I think t hat the laboratory instructions are dif•

ficult to follow .
l' F

7·

I feel that the experiments are too long,

T F

8.

I feel that the laboratory experiments are too

detailed.

T F 9· ! have many friends in class.
T F J.O . I t hink the laboratory is dull.
T F 11. ! feel that the laboratory experiments are too informative .
T F 12. Chemistry could have been more understandable if
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the course were organized differently.
T F 13• I am more interested in chemistry now than I have
been in the past .
T F 14. I feel that mora laboratory instructions should

be given,
T F

15.

I feel that t he laboratory equipment is inade ...
quate.

T F 16. I think the laboratory reports are

w orthwhile~

T F 17. I would like to have more discussion on the laboratory experiments before I work on them.
T F 18. I would like more laboratory supplements to be
given ,

T F 19. I feel that there is not enough homework.
T

:~·

20. I think that there is good sequence to the experi ...

ments .
T F 21. I feel that laboratory apparatus should not have
to be iDlprovi.zed .
T F 22. I t hink that the experiments are correlated to the
discussion material .

APPENDIX C
LABORATORY EVALUATION B

C. LABORATORY EVALUATION B
(Given only to the Control Group)
Please evaluate the laboratory work you have done
this summer in terms of the following statements .
T (true) or F (false) depending on how
statement regarding

~

Circle

feel about the

laboratory experiences.

~

T F 1. I would rather watch a demonstration than do an
experiment .
T F 2. I would rather vvork experiments

j .n

small groups

than individually.

T F 3· I feel that laboratory has no practical value .
T F 4. I have :f'elt frustrate'd in ·laboratory.
T F

5·

I have no use for chemistry .

T F 6. I think that the laboratory instructions are difficult to follow.
T F

7·
T F 8.

I

feel that the experiments are too long .

I

feel t hat the laboratory experiments are too

detailed .

T F 9· I have many friends in class.
T F 10. I think the laboratory is dull.
T F 11. I feel that the l aboratory experiments are too
informative.
T li' 12. Chemistry could have been more understandable if
-------------h~e~~~e~e

organized differently.
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T F 13. I am more interested in chemistrjr now than I have
been in the pas t.
T F 14. I feel t hat more laboratory instructions should
be given.
'l' F

15. I feel t hat t he laboratory equipment is inadequate .

T F 16. I would like to have more discussion on the laboratory experiments before I work on t hem.
T F 17. I would like more laboratory supplements to be

given .
T F 18. I feel t hat there is not enough homework .
T F 19. I think that there is good sequence to the experiments.
T F 20 . I feel that laboratory apparatus should not have
to be improvized .
T F 21 . I think that the experiments are correlaterl to

the discussion material .

=--=
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st.

~tker

As far back as about 400 B.

c.

Democritus proposed

~l

atomic theory to account for the observable properties of
ma tter.

He suggested that matter was composed of a toms

which were indivisible and, therefore, were t he ultimate
division of all substances.

Democ ritus' t heory was pure

speoulation and much too general to be useful .

Its im•

pact was f'el t more in t he area of philosophy rather than
in scd:e.nee.

It formed the basis of the philosophy of

materialism which was opposed to idealism.

Idealism was

sparked by Plato who wiewed the material world as geometrical eonstructs of the mind.

Attar some 2000 years

this fundamental division of philosophic thought still
exists and has been revived by modern atomic physics .
The scientists philosophic position is undergoing
transition from materialism to idealism.

He has forced

himself into this change by his imagination and his
satiable curiosity .

In the early scientific period

in~

{be~

ginning in the l?th century with the Renaissance) the
atom was assumed to be

indivisibl~

and the seientist ad-

hered to a material concept of the world .

At the turn

of the 20th century , with the discovery or radtoaotivity,
a transition period began not

onl~n-the-m~thsds-an#-------------------

techniques of science but also in the methods and tech-

7:3
niques of science but also in the ideas about matter,

The

nucleus of the atom was split and its composition studied.
The structure of the atom became more abstract .

The

mathematic used to describe the a tom offered no comprehensible physical picture,

The elemental particles of

modern physics, like the bodies of

the requirements of mathematics.

Pla to~

are defined by

They are not eternal and

unchanging and, therefore, cannot strictly be termed real.

The structure of matter became clearer when scientists
began to understand the way atoms combined with other
atoms .

In

1785 Lavoisier showed that there is no change

in mass during a chemical reaction.

the mass

or

the produets is equal to the mass of the react-

ing substances .

This general statement is called the Law

of Conservation of Mass .
e~ements

In the reaction:

In 1799, Prout stated that the

ot any sample of a substance are always in the

same proportions .

For example, in the reactj,ona

2 grams of hydrogen

combi n~s

form 18 grams of water .

with 16 grams of oxygen to

Dividing by two to get the small•

est whole numbers ., l gram of hydrogen combines with 8
grams of oxygen to form 9 grams of water.
of hydrogen to oxygen 1s 1 to 8.

The proportions

This proportion for any

sample of wa.ter is l to 8.

A general stateunent for the

above is the Law of Constant Proportions .

In

18o;,

Dalton proposed his atomic hypothesis which

has been verified by experimental work to elevate it to a
theory~

In essence, he hypothesized tAat all substances

consist of small particles of Blatter of ·S everal different

kinds corresponding to the dif:f't)rent elements .
cles were, of' course, called atoms.

The part1-

All atonts of one

le•

ment are identical and compounds result from a comb:tnation
of a certain number of atoms of one element with a certain
number of another element,

In this way Dalton gave a sim•

ple explanation of the above two laws .

He carried this a

step further and formulated the Law of Multiple Proportions .
When an element like oxyge.n combines with hydrogen, two

compounds are poss:tble; water and hydrogen peroxide (H202) •
We saw above ·that the ratio is 1 to 16.
both compounds is in a ratio

ot 8 to l6 or, in terms of

the smallest integers, 1 to 2.
dioxide are other examples..

The oxygen in

Carbon monoxide and carbon

How cou.J.d you show that the

ratio of oxygen in both compounds is 1 to 2'1
Dalton had no way of determining the correct formulas

ot compounds .

During the second half o£ the 19th century

chemists began to discuss the properti$S of sttbstanees in
terms of structures of mol ecules and the arrangement ot
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atoms in crystals.,

Precise information about the structure

of atoms and molecules was obtained. beginning about 1920.
Procedure:

I,

~ ~~ Q~t~n~ti ~tORQr}4i~i ·

Weigh two clean, dry

crucibles and covers to an accuracy of o.Olg and record
their weights ,

Place in each crucible a piece of clean

eoppe:r wire (No. 22) weighing approximately

0.5 grams

a~nd

o.B grams respectively and whieh :u;ve been wound into a
spiral,

Reweigh
.
. the crucibl s, covers, and the copper wire
and record these weights .
Cover the wires with sulfur, replace the crucible
covers and place the crucibles in the tr:l.angles and heat
the crucibles to red heat for 10 minutes.
the sulfur fumes which a:r•e evolved.

(Be careful of

Should they become

too dense, place the erucibles on the window sill until
the tumes are evolved) .
Allow the crucibles to cool and then record these
weight$.

Re ...heat fo-r 3 minutes, eool, and reweigh4!

Re-

peat this procedure until a constant weight (within o.02g)
has been obtained.

Record these eenstant weights .

Calculate the fo:r:·mula of the compound formed .
II. ~

st. 0.2.\lill'Y:Ati.&m .24· Mm•

Assgmble the equip•

ment shown in FIG'O'RE I using a 12' ml . Erlenmeyer flask
&Ind a tignt-x'Itting rubber stopper .
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FIGURE I

K!

Introduce into the bottom of the flask about 1 gram of KI
dissolved 1n 1' ml• of water .

The test tube should con-

? ml.

ot HgOl 2 solution. With the rubber stopp$r tightly in the flask, weigh the flask and its contents.
tain about

After v.reighing, invert the flask to allow the KI to raix

with the HgCl 2
again.

solution~

Weigh the flask and i'ts contents

Was ·there any change in weight?

ll:&usa:r1mil!i

~

MiiSJat§1Jli{1t&

Procedure 1:
I.

MAaSt\tfiDi!J.iS ~

linStlh wiqtl}. ae;tb•

A. Using a meter stick, measure the length, width»
and depth of a block of wood 1 keeping in mind at all times
the errors wh!oh might be made due to prejudiee of the
mind , sensit1vity , or accuracy of th$ m(llter stick, and para•
lax .

book.

Record. tne ·measurements immedlhately in your data

Make at least five measurements of eaeh dimension.
B. Calc ula ta the vol.ume-of-the- ba....Qe-k--ef-w-eed..-,- - - - - - - -
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usi11g the average lengths , widths, and dept hs. previously

recorded .
II. MS?&§Y:timent .Q.t ~~~flb.i•

A. Find the rest point ot an unloaded triple
bea.ra balance.

Place the block of wood upon the pan of

the balanee a.hd adjust t he sliding weights in order, be.-

giru1ing wi th t he larg$st .

The

corre~t w~!ght

of t he

block in grams is the sum of t he seale weights used afte:t•
the :rest point has been re ... established.,

Reeord the weight .

B.. Hcv1 does weight compare with mass?
III . Mea.sw:~mtat
A~

Suspend

~

.st ;temp,;:at.i jle,
t her mometer by means of a wire or

str ing so t hat it i s immersed in a beaker containing a
mixture ot crushed ice and water ..

The bulb of the t her ...

mometer must not touch the. sides or the bottom of the
beaker .

After 5

meter to

o.l

ture .

min~tes

of im.mer$ion, read the thermo ....

d$grees centigrade.

Reeord t his tempera-

Also record the barometric pressure ..
Clamp a 125 ml . distilling flask to a ring and place

the f lask on a wire gauze..

Add 100 ml . of dist.illed wa""

ter and a boiling chip (calcium carbonate) to the flask .

Suspend a thermometer in the :flask so that the bulb is
Just below the side..,a:rm.

Boil the wat r for 3 minutes;
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read t he temperatur-e t0
this

~emperatur

•

0~1

Record.

degrees centigrade.

Make pres s1.1re

correct ~ on.$

for t he two

tempel"'atuves .
B~

If .a thermometer :l$ in. e:r:ro:r by L,2 degrees

at the norro..al boiling po1nt crt water and by ·0-8 degrees

at the melting point of ice;

wh~t

is the actual tempera-

ture when the t her mometer r eads 7~ centigrade1
:tv. Mguail!l:mtnent
may be

e~leulated

at

g<Ul~!t3.U•

Dens.i ties of solids

by weighing them and then determi ning

their volume, either by measurement or by their displao$•
mont of a liquid in whieh they are insoluble .

Density or

a liquid may be obtained by weighing a measured volume or
by speei:t.'ie gravity .measurements.

A. Calculate the density or the

IA.

blo~k

of wood in

Show your calculations in the data book,.
B. Caleulate the density of lead shot

water displacement method.

~Y

the

Reoord your meastwGments and

show your calculations,

c.

Determine the density of benzene and carbon

tetrachloride by the hydrometer method 1:f' a hydrometer is
avail&ble,

If it is not

a~ailable,

oaloulate the density

of these t wo substanees from speo1.t'ic gra'lfity.

your calculations in the data book.

Reeord
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bne:r;J,ment .1i
Q.htm3:SH41 fihg&pge

Oer·tain substances ean be changed into ®ntirely dif ...
ferent ones mer.e ly by heating them.

For instance , if the

red powder called mer curie oxide is heated, it is changed

into two new substances:

oxygen gas and mer cury.

This

process of formi.ng new substances out of old ones is called
a chemical change, or a chemical I..E-16l9tion,

Such ehanges are possible beoause the atoms i n the ori-

ginal

ways .

subst~nce

can break apart and then recombine in new

In mercuric oxide, for example , there are two kinds

of atoms ....... mercury atoms and oxygen at 0rr s ...... and t hese atoms
are api:r.ed togethe:v into billions of. tiny diatomic units
aalled mercuric oxide molec ules, which are attaehed to one
another and v.rhich form crystals of HgO ,

Each moleeule of

mercuric oxide c ontains one mercury and one oxygen atom a,nd
is represented by the formula Hgo, where Hg stand for mer•
eury and 0 for oxygen.

When the mercuric oxide is heated ,

the BgO molecules all break apart into separate atoms , whereupon the oxygen atoms recombine

!LUJl

~ Qth~:c,

instead of

with mercury a·toms , to form new diatomic molecules contain-

ing only oxygen atoms (02) .

l'hese oxygen molec ules do not

1

clump together to form a solid such as HgO molecules, but
- -i-nste-a:d-furm a gas at x-oom temperature.

The mercury atoms

s·o
'
from the original HgO molecules are lett as liquid mercury.

They do not recombine into molecules, the liquid mercury
simply consists or a very

lar~e

cury atoms in elase contact.

number of separate mer-

The entire reaction is re-

presented by the chemical equation:

+

2Hg0

All chemical

ol~nges

or

r~actions

are similar to this

thermal decomposition of mercuric oxide in that new sub•
stances are always formed by a recombination or regroup•
ing of atoms .

But in most chemical reactions there are

at least two different initial substances called reactant§
that take part in the reaction, and the atoms from both of
t hese reactants are used to form the new substance or sub•
stanees .

These new substances are eall¢d u;:odugt.s 0f the

reaction.
An example of a reaction invplv1ng two reactants is

that of the two salts, silver nitrate (AgN0 3 } and sodium
chloride (NaCl), to form two different salts, silver chl6r•
ide (AgCl ) and sodium nitrate (NaN03).

The equation is:
AgCl

+

NaN0

3

Notice that in this reaction involving t wo reactants the

atomic grouping N0 3 stays intaetJ it app~ars in both the
reaotant and the product . It of·ten happens in ehemiaal.- - - - - - - - r~act1ons

that the initial molecul es do not break apart
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completely into separate

~toms,

and that a particularly

stable grouping remains intact thx·oughout the reaction, ·
S~oh

a stable grouping is known as a
Another special

featur~

~~ ·

of this second reac·t;ion is

that the reactants are dissolved in ·water before they are
mixed together.

The dissolving of the reactants usually

causes the reacti on to occur much more rapidly than other-

wise., since the dissolved substances are in a much finer
state

or

sub-division and can mix together much more read..

11y.

In

fa~t,

the process of dissolving the reactants in

the present ease accomplished half' of the chemical reaction itself, since each salt splits apart in its solution

into charged atoms, or it,Qtls:
NaCl

Na+ +

Cl

(3.n solution)-

No3

Ag-t +
(in solution)
3
When the solutions of the reactants are mixed together,
AgN0

th$ Ag

ions and Gl

ions combine according to the aqua•

'tion:

The formation of the silver chloride (AgCl) salt occurs
1wned1ately upon mixing the solutions of the reaetanta .
Since AgCJ. eannot be di .. sociated into Ag + and Cl- ions in

solution, as can NaOl, AgN03, and NaNo , the AgCl

3

in the solution as a heavy white precipitate .

appear~:--------------

The other

8'2

product, NaNo , remains dissociated into Na

3

in the final solution.

by evaporating

th~

and No 3 ions
They can be obtained as solid NaN03

water from the solution. .

The essence of a chemical reaction is the fQrmstiQn
.Q.t

L11

:Ixea~:t. ~

au

~tit>§.~tanc~ .

Of

course, it is impos-

sible to see the atoms of the reactants actually breaking
apart and reeornbining into the new substances, but a. eh m...

ical oh.ange is always ac.'lcompan:ted by some observable change
in th.e physical properties of the reacting mixtlll'e.

Fol'

instanC$ 9 a gas may be evolved, or the .mixture. may ilhang$
in color• or a precipitate may appear in a previously
clear solution.
The following simple experiments have been selected
to introduce you to a. variety of chemioal changes, and to
develop your ability to recognize the products of such
changes.

Observe each reaation eax•etulJ.y for signs of a

new substance .

If you are in doubt, repeat the experiment .

There are no new substances formed in a physical
change and , therefore, this type of change is quite distinct from a chemical change .

A substance may merely

undergo a change of state (solid, liquid, or gas) and by
adjusting the conditions - that is, temperature and pres..sure - the original substance can again-be-Gbt~~~a-.~r~o-r__________________
~~tanc~

carbon dioxide (C02) at room temperature changes
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!rom a solid t .o a gas .

In this case, a new substance was

not termed and the chemical properties remain the same .
Procedure:
I.

!!,JcQgni tiQn ,gt

ubY~igal ~

cqil!}icaJ. Ghang@S•

In

each experiment make careful observations of everything
that occurs .
A. Prepare a mixture of :> grams of' s-odium chloride (NaCl) and O. lg of iodine-

in a mortar .

Mix :tntimately by grinding

Plaee the mixture in a dry 600 ml. l>eake:r.

Cov·er the· beaker wit h an evaporating dish or a rotmd bot•

tom flask containing cold water ,

Gently warm

th~

mixture .

(CAUTION: Iodine fumes are very harmful when inhaled) .
Observe what happens as the mixture is warmed .

Continue

t he gent le heat ing until the vapors of iodine disappear

from the beaker .
· B. Add one ml . of diluted hydroahlorie acid (HCl)

0. 5 g or sodium

carbonate (Na 2co3) in a 4 in. test tube.
Reeord your observati ons.

to

c,

Place

a. 4 in . test tube ,

of cupri c sulfate (Cuso4 •,a2o) in
Record your observations .

o. 5g

D. Plaee one ml , ef nickel nitrate (Ni(No ) 2 ) ~ol•
3
ution in a 4 in. test tub~ and add a few dr ops of sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) sol tltion.

E. Pl ace

o. 5g

Record

}tO'll'

ob-s-ervattt-.o~n.--s--.-----------

each of lead sulfide (PbS) and

64
ead1um sulfate (Cd804 ) in a crucible~ Put the eovar on
the crucible and h~at \Ti th a hot flame tor about 10 min.
laf.lDtigiQi~ion ~

II,

.i ii!Jtl~:tit\Qth

be identified by conducting a test...

some specifie physical or chemical
stance being tested for.

A substance can

The test :l.s based on
prop~rty

One product of a

of the sub•
r~act i on fre~

quently tested for is a gas and you. should be able to
identify the more eo.1nmon

ones~

In the following

ments obser'tle the color of the gas and
A. Plaee

its odor.

3 grams of l$sd diox:tde (Pb02 ) 1n a.

in. test tube and heat strongly .
by plaain~ a

not~

exp~ri

4-

Test tor the gas evolved

glowing (not flaming) splint in the ·test tube .

Observa whe.t happens and record your observations .

13 . Place a pieee of mossy zinc in a 4 in. test
t.ube and add 2 ml . of dilute h;srdrochloJ:•ic acid (HCl) •

Aft er

a few minui.ies, bring a ..flaming (not glowing) splint t o the.
mouth

or

the tnbe .

Observe what happens and rEH)o:rd .

C. Burn a piee0 of sul:f'W: the size of a pea :J.n

your de:f'lagra.t;ing spoo'h ;~

Do

this in the hood.

Smill SJal&•

~iQQ§lt ~nd record~

D•. Plaee a

sm~ll

piece of ferrous sul:f':i.dQ (F.eS) in

a 4 :l.n. test tuboe and. add 2 ml ~ o:t dilute hydroohlorie acid

(HCl).

TGst the gas w+th

--Re.e-ord--the--:r-a-s"'lll:~1."

~oist

your test .

lead acetatG paper (Rb(C2H302)2 •
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E. Place one gram of rumnonium ohloride (NH4 Cl) in
a 4 in. te$t t1.1be and acld 2 ml- of d.i1ute sodium hydroxid~
(NaOHO.

T$s·t th$ gas with moiS.t :red and blue litmus papeP

and rec ord ·the results of your te ·t.

F , Place a small pieoe of copper tl.ll'nings in a 4
in.• test tube and add one ml . of dilute nitric acid (HN03) .

Record your obsa:vvatiotlS and t ests .

Suu~J..l SU&Ujt~016.§J.,X.

G. Fit a 6 in. test tube wi.th ~ one ... hola rubber

stopper and a bent glass ·t ube.

Plac e one gram of calcium

carbonate (Caco ) in the teat ·tu.be and add 2 ml. o:r d1l ...

3

ute HCl .

Allo\Y the gas to pa.ss into .QlElit lirae water

(da ( OH) 2 ).

ltGeo:rd your o·bse:rvations ..

H. Identify the gases given off from four. unknowns .
Plaea one gram each of l.Ul.ltnowna

t&$t tubes .
n¢cessary.

r. ,

M, N, and 0 in separate

Add a. ml . o:f' dilute HCl and heat gently it

I£ no gas is evolved, add 2 ml .. of dtlute NaOH

to a new S$.mple of the unknown.

Identify the gases by the

tests u.sed in the above expet'imentations,
idcntificatj.on of these unknown gases in
liP iU' i.msmt,

Metals ill£

J:\eeord your
yow.~

data book.

i

~Q.tl'l!'metsloi

l!etals ara elementary substances that have the charac . . .
-+-----t..$r-iS-ti~IJ.J!O-P-Ol'ties

of high eleetrie and thermal oonduo.-

tivit.v, lus·ter, mall eability (the ability to be hau.unered
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into thin sheets) , and d ctility (the ability to be drawn
On the ba.uis of the above properties , some

into #ires) .

elements, which to the chemist are considered metals,

would be excluded.

For

exampl~,

sodium i s a metal, but

it is soft and cannot be hammered into sheets or drawn
into wires .

Another importan·t criterion for the class ...

i.ficatlon is the cheraical properties of t he

elem~ant .

Sod.-

ium is a m tal because 1 t und rgoes aharaeteris·tic chem...
i~ al

reactions of metals, i.

and displaces
acid solution.

e.,

it forms a positive ion

It-

ydrogen ion (H ) from water
A me·tal suoh a

ol"

from an

alwn1num undergoes cham...

ieal reactions similar to t hat of sod1Wlh

'.rhe metals are

found on the lett side and in the center of the periodie

table .

Lithium, sodium, calcium, etc . , ar$ light metals .

Iron, eop'per, and nickel al'e heavy metals •

Non...metals are elem 11ta.:ry substances that do not have
metallic

prop~rties .

Oxygen and chlorine are typical nonw

metals and undergo similar eh mieal roa-o·&ions .

For exampJ.e;

each element torms an anion in solution and joins with

other non•m tals to form molecUles .
have very low melting points

temperature (2?°C . ).

nd exist as gase

at room

If, at this temperature, a non-metal

. s-a-se-1-id-such- as iodine

relatively small.

Non-metals generally

o:2) ' then its melting ·point 1s

Among the non...metals are t he inert gases,
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helium, argon, neon., eta •, which do not :t•orm stable cam ...

- -~

pounds with other elements or with

aa~h

other.

The.v are,

therefor$, always oous:Ldered as a special group of non•
metals.

The

non- ut~rta.ls ~\r e

totu'id on th$ right $1de of

the periodic table.

The metallic propertie>.> are most pronounced !or elements in the lower lefthat"t

corne;r of the periodic table

and the non...metal11c propGr·ties al."e lllost p:ronouneed by the

elements in the upper rightb.and corner .

There is no sharp

break in proper·ties when going fx•om the left side to tll$

:right side of t he periodic te'ble, but rathel" thsre is a
tranli)itit:>n in which some
int~rmediate

or

the elelM}nts have properties

bet\een metals and non•metals,

Th®se ale ...

ments, 'boron (B), silicon (Si), sermanium (Ge),

:rsenie

(As), antimony (Z.b ), tellurium tre) :t and polonium (Po),

are ealled

mt'i'l~~~~·

It has been stated above that a nu:rtal f ·o:rms a pos""'

1tive ion (cation) in solution.

:tr sodium is placed in

water, it is sufficiently r ao·tive to displace ·the hy...

drogen ion from the w&ter and the reaction t hat ooours may
be written:
Na

+

+
Na

+

OM

-

oause s

fieient heat is supplied by the reaction itself.

1'h:ls is not the ease for a less active met al such as iron

(Fe) for w ich a similar equation may be written as :fol ..

Fe

+

It is neae$Sa.ry

that~

steam be passed over the :i.x·on tor

the reaction to occur .
T e
tested

result~ng

solution in the sodium reaction can be

1 th red 11 tmus » \1hieh tW?ns blue because of the

basic sodium hydro:x:ide solution .

Notice that the tel:'ric

hydrox:l.de (Fe(OH) ) is not written with charges because

3

it does not exist as separated ions as does the NaOH, but

rather it 1s a solid .

Ir the ferric hydroxide 1$ ta ted

with litmus, the solution will be

~lose

t0 neutral, which

means neither aci dic nor basio ,
Metals and non...m~ tQls differ in the propert:l.es of ·the

'compounds that they form with ozygen.
exc pt for the inert gases .

All form. 04£1Q.fa

Lithium forms an ·oxide when

it is heated with oxygen aocording to the equation;

aLi

+

to2

t1 2o

The equation could also have been w-ritten as follovnn
4Li
B-G-tll-e4

+

tions $a.y ·the sam(f) thing and both are balanced

because the same number of lithium an

ox

ge-~~e__o=n~-------------

$9
both sides of the arrow·.

If the solid lithium oxids (Li20)

is placed in water it produces a solution that turns red
litmus blue indicating that the oxide is basiQ.

The basie

solution is produced as follows:
Li 2 0

-r

+ OH

2Li

+

Sulfur, a non-metal, .forms an oxide

by

heating sul-

.ru.r in the presence of oxygen to produce a gas, sulfur
triaxide

(so 3)a
28

It the

so3

+

302

is passed into water it produees a solution

which turns blue litmus red.

The aeid:te solution is pro•

duoed as follows;
The above are general reactions of oxides,

A metQl•

lie oxide is a basic anhydride because it produces a basic

s$lution.

A non-metallic oxide is an acidic anhydride be•

ca. use it :produces an acidic solutiolh

Note that the only

difference between so3 and H2so4 1$ a molecule of' water .
Procedure:
I.

fbxsi~H&Jr

p:rou!rtte§.

A. Examine samples of typical metals such a.s magnesium; aluminum, lead, tin, copper• silvel' and also sam•
ple.s of' typical nonr-metals such as ohlori.ne, bromine, iodine,
sultur, and carbon,.

Note their colors, physieal states and
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lusters (shine) .

Record these in your data book.

B. With a hammer, s trike a pieee of magnesium
ribbon sharply.

Repeat with a lump Gf sulfur .

Record

your obtltervations .
C. Using the spec.i al electr ic l condueti vi ty a p ...

paratus, t est t he eleetrical conductivity of magnesium,
and of sulfur, a typical metal and non•m$tal respectively.
Touch t he ends of t he wire briefly to the magnesium and
then to the sUlfur .

If the bulb lights , an electric cur•

rent is being transmitted th:rough the elements .

Record

t he results ,
D. Hold a 4 in. p1eee of eopper wire in t he Bun•

. sen flame .

Do your f i ngers get warm?

II • Cl;l!IQioaJ. PP9Il'iT$i ~ ea .

A. Mi x about 2 grams of zinc du$t and about t11ee
as mueh powdered sulfur

1b!

~'

ignit e the

tho~oughly

mixtu~e

in a crucible .

Updet

with a 4 in. piece of mag-

nesium ribbon which is in turn ignited from a Bunsen £lame .
Examine the product .
is

~inc

Does it resemble zinc or sulfur?

It

sulfide (ZnS) .
B~

Hold. .a atrip of magnesium ribbon about 3 in.

long with tongs ,

Light it in the Bunsen flame .

--r---s-t a-l!-e-a-t-th.e-tlamaL

(Do not

Drop the ash into 25 ml . of water

eonta.in.ed in a Florence flask and shake thoroughly .

Drop
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pieces of :red and blue litmus paper into the solution.

c.

Place a piece of calcium the size of a sraall

pea in a 6 in. test tube cont$ining

~

ml. of water .

the test tube over the sink with a test tube holder.

Hold
When

the action slows down, test the gas evolved with a flaming
splinter, then tes't the solution with red and blue litmus

11ape:r.

Repeat the expe:rimGJnt using magnesium a11d. zinc.
D. Plaee a small pieeG of zinc in 2 ml .• of' dil-

ute hydrochl oric acid (HCl).

Identify the gas evolved by

testing it with a flaming splinter.
using a small piece of

eopp~r

Try the same procedure

instead of zine.

peat using copper and nitric acid (HN03 ).
sulfur, i!!ith dilute hydrochloric ae1d . ,
E.-

l~leloe

Then re•

Try a non-meta1 1

a small piece or zinc in 2 ml . of

o.l

M

cupric sulfate (OuS04 ) solution, Allow the solution to
.:· . .
stand for some tim$, Record your observations.
F .• Examine the laboratory samples o£ chlorine,

bromine, and iodine.
mide (NaBr) in

water..

a ml~

D4.ssolve about O.lg
of wa ter.

or

sodium bra•

Add 2 ml, ot chlorine

Does any change occur?

E;ut:r&mtnt l
Ihi J;>_grl.6f:li},g ',£a'QJ.&l
-a----~..n.-a-ny-sc-1-en-c..~an.._a..t__t_runpt

is alwa,ys made to sum up a

variety of observed phenomena by a general mathematical

9'2
expression or by some general law.

This is true in ehem•

1stry where it is especially adv ntageous beeause of t he
great number of facts that are included within this sci•
enoe.

As chemistry has grown, the number of compounds

and their reactions has inereasGd tremendously so t hat it
became necessary t o systematize this chemical knowledge .

The periodic table was an outcome of t his need .
There are iha.ny forms

or

the periodic table but the

one most generally used is the J..sm& t.i.tm• l t is the one
found in most · general chemistry text books .
;ontiJ-

sist

~

or

The~·

of the table are cal led l2SU;iod§.• They con..

a very short period ; containing hydrogen (ll) and

helium (He), two short periods of eight elements each,
two long periods of eighteen el ement s aaeh, a very long
period of thirty-two elements, and an incomplete period .
It will be helpful to remember t he impertant sequence of
numbers 2, 8, 8, 18, 18, 32 .

The last peri od, whieh is

=---=

incompl$te , wil l presumably be found when more elements

are made .
The

properti~s

a systematic way .

of the elements in periods change in
If the density of the elements is plot•

ted against the atomic number, it is seen that t here are

-~:-----:;;;f-:.iv-=-e-:---m~·..__
_ :tma-(--1-0W-P-Qints ) in the curve (consul t a text that
includes t his graph) .

These minima oeeur

for-tne-~l~ments_
~-----
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sodium (Na), potassium (K), rubidiwn (Rb)
and francium (F:r).

aesium (Cs),

These., along with lithium (Li), have

very similar properties and constitute a group of ele•
ments,
The vertical columns of t he periodic table are the
~hogp~

of chemical elements.

These elements have closely

r lated physical and chemical prop rties.

The groups

IA~

VIlA are on th0 left side; IB-VIIB are on the right side;
VIII in the center, and zero on the extreme right.

The

groups of elements .may be described briefly in the fol ....
lovling

wa:r

Group 0

:

The rloble gases .

Group IA

~

The alkali metals .

Group liA

:

The alkaline ... ea:rth met ls ,

Except

beryllium and magnesium.
Group

IIIA~IB

a The transition metals (elements

71 are the Lathanides and 89-101
are the Actinides) .

Group IlB

f

The zinc group .

Group IIIB

:

The boron or alwainum group .

Group IVB

c The carbon group .

Group VB

:

The nitrogen groap .

V:.l-B-

;

The oxygen group .

Group VIIB

:

The halogen

gro~p .

57-
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The properties in a group also change from top to
bottom.

-~

For example, the atomic volume increases in group

IA in going

.from

lithium t o f'rane:tum.

In group

VIIB~

fluorine (Fa) is a gas, chloride (OJ.2 ) is a gas; b:ronlin

.(;Br 2 } is a liquid, and iodine (la) is a solid at room
tempera·ture.

When the elements are plaoed in thl9 periodic table,
the above groups are formed and the physical and chemical

properties of the elements in a group are sim3.lar.
of this observation the

}?er~asl~Q

Out

1:!J.m was evolvi9d,. It

recognizes ·that the properties of the elements are not

arbitrary, but rather are dependent upon the atomic number.

The important point is that t hi s dependence produces

· a c:rude peri~dici ty, but naverthe.l ess., a very helpful one

for the experienced chemist and the

~e.ginn1ng

student.

The faet .that the properties are dependent upon atom•
ie number was suggested earlier in the discussion when it

==-

\'las stated that densities plotted against atomic numb$!'

and obtain a characteristic plot.

Volumes, melting points,

and ionization potentials have been plot·t;od in the same

way.

This should suggest that the electron configurations

of t he elem<;mts are :related to the Periodic Law since the
mie--nu.mb-ez· and
the same.

nwnb~r

of electrons of an element are

Indeed, elements in the same

group--ha-ve-aimi_
l~
a_
r _ _ _ _ _ _ __

electron oont1gurat1ons..
because it is the outer

This is important to the chemist
el~otrons

that are involved .in

chemical reactions .
The nwnber of electrons in the outermost shall of an
element corres ponds to the number of the group in which tho
¢lement is located·.

one

el~otron

For example_, group IA elements have

and group IIA elements have two electrons in

their outer shells.

Group VB elements have five electrons

and group VIlE have sevon
Th~

~lectrona

in the1:r outer shells.

group nv;nber also eo:rre$pOnds to the maximum (most

positive) 'r lence an element may have·-

The maximum val•

enee for lithium is 1, tor magnesium it is 2, for phosph.o:reus it is

~'

and fer ehlGrine it is 1·

~

U. W,

.t!li. ~ Dlf!~~ W ilimiU~ ma.t ~-~ We shall see., for
example , that chlorine can hav<!il a ve.l.enee from ·1 through

7• Although

i

i:n most or the inert 1as0s there are eight
'

electrons in tht$ outer

sh~ll,

the gr,oup number is zero,

and they do no·t have a valence •
In tl1e experimental work that follows

w~

shall limit

o't.lrselves to the so""'ea.lled 11 main group" elements.

We shall

not eoncern ourselves with ·transition elements, lathanides,

and actinides .

This is necessary in order to b$ able to

s u y · rend~'---i!ltrr~-ri--ou·te--t-a-bi-e.-T-he-i--n~r~t-g-a-s-e-s-a-n~-------
ineluded in the table because t hey begin and end a. par•
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tieular peri od .
Pro~edure:

I • . qhan&il
A.

~ ~o~~r~~iS ~

F.l:tz~~f(iJ, prQnel;''Ug§,•

& neri~.
Fill in t he group num•

bers and atomte volumes in tha t able.
potential is the strength
in volts

an atom.

requir~d

01

The ionization

the electric field measured

to detach one (or more) electrons from

That is, it is

a

measure of the eleotrieal Gnergy

necessary to remove one (or more) el$otron from the
eous atom and ·thereby form a positive ion.
say

that~

gas~

O:r one might

it is a measure of an element's ability to act

as a metal .

Wcnud an active metal have a high or .tow

iohizatio.n potential?

May properties of the elements are

better understood when ionization potential and 1on1c or

atoro1e volumes are considered-.

B.

Cbtm;l.~~~

PQ}iliPJi!U•

1. Tge iti~ititi

actsUtzlllsasf.s!:ti .Pt.

.~olwt~.QP§.

st. W£gro6idU • J?lace one ml . each of 0 . 1 N NaOH, Mg (OH) 2 ,
Al(OH} 3, Si (GH) 4 , S02(0H) 21 and ClO)(OH) in clean test
tubes ~
Add one drop of universal indicator to each and
sl~ka

thoroughly .

Record the oolor of the solution in the

suitable place in the table .
n!-v~al

:f.ndi cator is a mi xtu.re of: sr.eld-base in i ·

cator designed so that from the color one can

t erl-whet~~P---------------
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the solntian is strongly acid (pH less :tban 2), weakly
acid (pH about 4), neutral (pfi of 7), weakly basie (pH
about 10), or strongly basic (pH above 12)•

Refer to the

color chart to tell what each color means, and record in
the table in line headed "Hyttroxi.de is ••• u a strong or

W$ak acid, strong

Ol'

weak base* or n$utral .

2 . b.~msq~, .Qz!Qi.~12ll StiWt ~:ornu~.l.u.·

In

wri t1.ng the formulas of the oxides and chlorides, you

should know that fluorine is the most electronegative

(non...metall1c)

or

all the elements, and ox;vgEln is next.,

with ehlorine immediately following.

In m compoand of

phosphorus and chlorine, for e:a:a.rnple, t he phosphorus is
less electronegative than chlorine and, therefore, more
elactroposi tive, a.nd tb.e symbol or ph0sphorus should be
written first in the

fo~mula .

I.n wiring the formulas of t he hydrogen eompou.n<is 11
remember that hydrogen is less

electrop~sitive

than main ...

grou.p metalst but more electropositive t han the non...
metals.

Also, remember that i ts shell is complete when

it contains two electr on$ .

When it combines with the

less active non--metals, it forms eovalent (shared eleotron)
compounds which do not ionize.
+-----v~~-o~..~0c.o.nd,-aine.e.,

In these, hydrogen is

i.f' :l.t-W-er---e.-fir.s_t, it w.o.uld-imp~-------

that the . eompound is an acid .
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3.

~ ~iF~ ~a~&t-

test tubes.

SU: m.elfkll.i !n ih~ ~ .u.u.·
water in each of five 6 in.

~~ta:t&.x~ @.C t;t.n!c.t

Put 2 ml .

or

(CAUTION: Cover the top of the test tube with

a glass plate as soon as you have added the metal ).

To

the first add a small piece of sodium; to the next a small
pieee

or

magnesiwn; to the third a small piece of potas•

ot calciwn; and to the

sium; to the to't'I.I'th a small piee

last a small piece of

Cempar¢ the r$lat1ve ac-

aluminum~

tivities as metals .
II- Pllan.~~~ ~ J.2tOJJ.~rl:d:.U .! tl !i. &rolm•
fa ~1 .n.tO:i2!l~•

Fill out the chart on

page 90.

B.

Pnem~cM

1.•

n:ropru=t;Le:a•

Ac~.iU~xlh~~ffJ.!l £)! bzg:rp~!sl~!•

Into elean

4 in.• test tubes put one ml • . r ·Gspeotively of NO (OH), AsO(OH )2t

BiO (OH) , and H3Po 3 solutions. To e&c:h add one drop of u.n•
iversal indicator. Using the color ebart, determine their
approximate acidity or basicity.
2. l\.§agj#*on ~ u!A~r

.t2

12~2Qtlq~ lln\~gti.iJl•

Refer to IB 3 above.. Compal\'e the activity of sodium with
that or :potassium, and that of
c1urth

rn~gnesium

vtith that of cal•
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~rhe

presence of ferric :ton is in.<U.cated by the

appearane~

of a blue col or when potass:tum f er:roeyanide (K4Fe (CN) 6 ) 1 ·
added . The intensity of the 'blue c olor i s an :tndieation

of the amount of ion which has been oxidized.

Put one

gram of iron f ilings into each of "two 6 in. test 'tubes.
Add t o

on~

3 ml . of bromin$ wa ter and to t he other 3 ml.

of iodine sol.u tion.

Shake thoroughly for several minutes ,

let settl$, decant liquid into elea;n test tubes, heat to
boili ng and add 3 drops of pot ssi um ferro-cyanide soltt•

·c ion.
I nto:
(1) . Put 2 ml .

o. l N NaOl

solution and 1 ml .

iodine water .

(2) . Put 2 ml . o. l N NaOl solution and 1 ml .
bromine water .
()J. Put 2 ml . o.llif Na.'l;r solution and 1 ml •.
chlorin~

water.

(4) . Pnt 2 ml . O.lN NaEr solution and l ml .
iodine water .

(5) . Put 2 ml . O. l N Nai so!b.ution and 1 rnl .
ehlorine wate-r .

- r - - - - - - - -__{6 • Put 2 lnl . O.lN Nai solution and l ml .

bromine water .
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To those mixtures which show evidence of reaction, add l•2
drops carbon tetrachloride and shake thoroughly.

Also, in

two more test tubes, for a blank, shake one ml. carbon
tetrachloride with one ml . of bromine 1nater in one test

tube and shake one ml. oe.rbon tetraehlo:r:l.de with one ml .
of iodine water in the other test tube.
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All compounds can be classified as ionic, non- polar,
or polar..

1'he fundamental eri terion is the type of link•

age• i.e .,

ehemicat--b(}nd-,-th~l ds

two atoms together .

==-
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The chemieal bond is determined by the properties of the
atoms such as electronegativity and ionization potential.
Compounds containing ionic linkages are characterized
by r at her well..,.defined properties .

Among these are the

following=
1. Electrical conductance in the fused (melted) s tate
and in s olution.

This i s due to the ions present.

2. Relatively high melting and boiling points.

Large

amounts of energy are required to overcome the forces in
ionic linkages in order to melt or vaporize the compound.
'

3• Solubility occurs in liqaids that are polar and,
therefore , similar in structure to the i oniQ eompound.
An ionic compound is

for~ed

by

elements that diff er

greatly in electronegativity and, therefore, ionization
potential .

That is , one of th$ elements must have a strong

desire to lose electrons.

In this

sit~ation

eomplete transfer ot one or more electrons .

there is a
This i s what

occurs in the formation of sodium fluoride (NaF) .

A sod•

tum atom and a fluorine atom readily combine to form a

sodium ion, Na

, and a fluorine 1oh F'"'.

This :reaction

may be stated in electron dot symbols as follows:
·· :
Na •~• F
••
---.-----'~~el-ae_

o transfer occurs beeause the electron is at a

lGwer $nergy level in the fluorine atom than in the so luwn
m -- - - - - -

lOJ

atom.

The difference between the two energies is released

in the form of heat.
The linkage between the Na
elaetrovalent

b~nd.

and the F• is an ionic or

They are held together by an

ele~tlto ...

static foree since there is an attraction between two
charges of' opposite

sign~

-

Generally, tbe element losing

the electron is a metal and the one gaining it is a non•
metal. · Non-metals have nigh

elact~onegat1v1ties

while

metals have low electronegativities (or hiih electropos•

itivity),

Another way of stating the same thing is to

say that ionic compounds are formed by elements that are

widely separated in the periodic table.
In nen•polar compounds the linkage is a covalent bond
in whieb there is no transfer of eleetrons, but, rather

there is a· sharing ot electrons.

Thus, two hydrogen atoms

join to form a hydrogen molecule•
Ii•

+

•R

H9H

or H·H

The two electrons are shared and do not belong to· either
atom out are to be counted tor eaeh.

The bond is a very

strong one and to aocomplish the reaction;
2H

about 100, 000 calories are required to dissociate t o grams
-t-nyd~o~en.

Similar bonds are found in fluorine (F2 ) and
ohlorine (Cl2) .

=----
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In the eases cited the elements forming the compound
are the same and, therefore, their eleetronegativities are
identical.

Covalent bonds are also formed between carbon

and hydrogen and many other combinat ions .

In these various

combinations the difference in eleetronegat1vities is not
great .

GenerQlly , covalent bonds form between two elements

whose electronegativities are either identical or similar.•
These elements will be found close together on the periodie

table ,
Two.
tice the

ext~e.me
extr~mes

situations were discussed above.

In p:rac•

are approached in a limited number

or

cases but the classification is still a very useful one ,
There are a large group of compounds in which the linkage
is a covalent bond but they are elassified as nolar com•
pounds .

This is the situation with HOl gas and water .

Although there is not complete transfer of eleetrons,
neither is there an equal sharing of eleet:rons .

In HCl

--=

the eleetronegativ1t1es of hydrogen and chlorine are dif·
terent but the difference is not great .

The eleet:r·on pair

forming the bond 'i s situated closer to the chlorine because of the eleetronegativitt of the chlorine is gr.eater
The situation can be shown as:

than that of the· hydrogen.
+6

H

-0
! Cl !
••

where the charges shown are partial charges .

1.1ld.n-r1;-y-,- - - - - - - - -

water can be shown as ;

_0

••
:0•• :

+f.
H

We talk about compounds like these as having

~~ribil

•9aiQ

QQil'Acttt, indeed, most compounds ean be characterized in
this way.

-

Below are listed some common examples of the

three types discussed.
;I ONIC

NQm,t-POLAR

NaCl

CH4

HF

KF

Br2

co2

Na2 s

l2

NH

c H o(gly~er1ne)

3 3

Cuso4

3

Cal 2
Solubility will
placed in

3

C6H12 o6(sugar)

KNO)
AgN0

POl!@

liq~ds

ooe~

H2S

HI

Na

HBr

COl4

N02

for compounds when they are

which have similar structures .

ehla:ride, therefore, dissol'Y'es in water.

Sodium

Although water

is not ion1e, it is polar and solubility is to be expected .
Sodium chloride will not .1ssolve in oal·bon tetrachloride
because it is a non... polar liquid .
dissolve in water, etc .

Nitrogen gas will not

The general statements which fol•

______

low are:

1. Ionie. compounds d1sso r:ve-1-n--pol-a.-r-U-q-uid.__,.____

2 . Non... polar compounds dissolve in

non·p~lar

liqUids .
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A s peoial si tuation oceurs when a polal' com.pou.n.d dis•
sQlves in a non-polar liquid.
is bubbled through benzene .

For example, when HCl gas
The gas dissolves to some

extent but the HCl does not dissociate a,ppreaiably into
its ions.

In a polar liquid like water t he solubility of

HCl is very great and the resulting solution consists of
H+ and

e1• .

There are no HCl molecules pr esent as t here

are in the benzene solution ,

This is vEtrif.ied by the :faet

that the water solution eonduots eleotrieity while the
benzene solution does not .
The molting points and boi ling points of ionie com•

pounds are considerably higher than those of non-polar o:r
polar eompoU.:'ld$,
eul$

Ionia compounds do not e;,cist as mole•

(exeept in extreme situations) but rather .a s cryst-

alline substances .

ln order to melt an ionie compound ,

sutf'ieient ·e nergy must be supplied to break down the
crystalline structure which is held together by the elee•
trostatie attractions of t he positive and negative ions,
The situation with the covalent eompounds is mueh more
different.

Although t he bond holding the atoms toget her

in a moleeule is st:rong, the bond between t he molecules
is very weak;.

It is so weak that hydrogan mel ts e.t

nd-a-t---rc-Qom_t_em,peratu;re 1 t is a gas .

statie attraetion between the hydrogea

~259oc .

'rhere is no electromoleeu~~------------------
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bon.d is called a Van der W
aals • bond and is a very weak
one which exists between covalent molecules.

It follows

that boiling points or ionic compounds will also be
higher ·than ·chose of' covalent compout1ds.
Pr oc edUJ'(,t:

The following substances

~re

Ionic sodium ehloride, Polar water and

on the reagent shelf :
m~th~l

alcohol, and

Try each sub•

Non•polar oarbon tetrachloride and benzene.

stanea with every other one to see whether one dissolves
in the other .

Record the results in your laboratory note

book.
IX.

Fx:e~a;;!;ni

;Q2i:na

~ bQ~~it.Ag l!Qin;t~.

Record in

your note book the freezing points and boiling points of
'the following substance.s ;

('l'he values may be in any text-

hook or , better, in a·- chemistry handbook).

Sodium ehloride;

potassium bromide; magnesium oxide; methyl alcohol; water;
carbon tetrachloride.
III .

QoQduct~op

gt

§ljQt;3as~tz.

ln testing :tor con...

duet ion o£ eloc·trioi ty a olean 4 in. test tube is half' ...
filled with the solid or liquid to be tested .
·two

Insert the

clean eleetrodes into the test tube before plugging in

trcrappa-r-ra-t-u-s-.--.U- tbe-bulJ.Lllghts brightly, th$ sub-

stance is a

go~d oondueto~,

if it glows dimly it is a poor

108.

conduetor; if it does not glow at all• it i s a non-con·
ductor or a. very poor one.

Pull the plug o.u.t and :remove

eht aleetrodes from the solution.
yo~M i.Q

~ .tl.Q..i GJ.l~

t oqqh ~il.el ~ c.m:~r~;k 1§.

1bi

~

...

t:l!2'Gl1&• Th<9 elec-

trodes are cleaned with a stream of distilled water ,
A.

~1~ ~

lS2lidl:

Fill a small crucible

about halt full with a 3;1 mixtur e of sodium chlorid€ and
The purposQ of the sodium carbonate is

sodium carbonate .

t o l ower the melting point of the sodium chloride.
the dry
rent .
plac~

~rystala

Heat the

Test

t o see 1f they eondu.ct the electric eur""
orucibl~

unt:l.l the mixture :ts melted and

t he electrodes into the melt.
B•

Jl~st3iJrJ.iSt

Ui11t.": Test to see it distilled

w·ater conducts electricity.

Can you account for the ;re ...

sult?

c.

LiquidS3

Test to see if the following liq•

uids eonduct electricity;

Methyl alcohol
Ctn~bon

tetr.aehlor1de

llenzsntt~
D~

Water solutions; Test to see if the following

solutions condu.et eleet:r1e1 ty:

(b wef\1J. 12 llU g'=fi\ll

-t---:&.....t.t~b."'--.tub,g.§ ~il2<l~~odes

;Qs:foi:9 iiSJl ~) .

Sugar,. acetic acid, chloroacetie acid• ammonium hyd;roxj.da ,
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hydx· o~~hl orio

aald, potass:J.um sulfate , soditUn

hydroxid~ ,

and sod1u.m ehlo:rid.e.
IV,

!U:t:ig:t

~..tlQ;t;r.tsi.tx.

.Q,t .Sb§!QiQ<AJ, r®&1S~i.~U gn 1hA s_~:gst.~Q~

For every eombination listed, test to see if

each of the solatians C(J)nduets electricity,
test after

2!

·mi~ing th~ ~eo

Repeat ·the

solutions together.

NaOH sol ution ... H2S04 solution.

Ni NO) solution ""
~m4 oH

Ha~04

solution.... HC2H302 solution

l&il2irlm!nt
ft9~tlul.li:r:

solution

z

Ill! QC&§§OU ~]'taS~t
is a key word in describ1ng the differences

between the three states of mattel'J solid, liquid, and

gas~

Atoms or ions cannot get closer together than they are 1rt
a solid..

Even if high pressures are applied the volume or

the solid does not decrease to any appreciable extent .
Somewhat the same oan be said about liquids .

The appliea•

tion of high pressures on most liquids does not alter the

volume .

Evidently, the atoms or ions of a liq uid are very

close together.

The ions in .molten NaC1 1 as we saw in the

previous exp$r1ment, are muoh freer than in solid NaOl ,

but nevertheless, if pressure is applied t o the melted
salt its voltune would not deorease.

n

con~tilelll~o-1--e------
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cules of a gas are very far apart-

When the pre sure on

a gas is 1ncrea.a$d the molecular distance dec.u. eases,

It'

1

more and. .more pr ,ssura :J.s applied the

olecul s will get

so clo e together that there w1 1 be an attraction and
the gas will condense to a liquid, if the temperature is
below a certaln critical value.

This 1s very muoh like

the condensat1.on of wat$r , or any '!aporized meta

is

irh1ch

cooled~

In comparison to solids and liquids, gases are easy
t o describe .

That 1s 1 it is relatively easy to study

gases and formulate mathematical expressions wh:1.eh can
i!Iueidate properties peculiar to gases.

The elem$nts

that will be discussed below are those elements which are
gases at ord:l.Ml?Y te.mperaturas, i.e,, hydrogel'l, nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, et-c .,

It is advantageous in

~any

situation$ to arrive at

la\'Vs of theories by ¢onai.derlng an idealized set
eumstances.

or

eir ...

This approach is nC>t restricted to the phys ...

:leal and natural seienees,

scientist as well.

It he.s been. used by the social

For exam.ple, M.ax Weber used it to study

certain soc:S..a..l phenomena .

He analyzed forms

or

govern-.

ments by a comparison to a.n ideal government.
This is done in the case or

Law (PV

~

k

wher~

k is a

constan~

gas~ s.

By use of Boyl$ 1 S
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and Charle's Law (V: kT) at constant pressute, it is possible to derive an ideal gas equation, PV • RT, where P
is the pressure in

~tmospheres,

V is the volume in liters,

R is the gas constant in liters-atmospheres/degree-moles,
and T is degrees Kelvin (or Absolute).

Aeeording to the

Kinetic Molecular Theory, the equation is valid when the
following assumptions are aoknowledgG'U
1~

The molecules

ar~

constant motion at all

tempera~

tures above ab solute zero (-.273°C").
2. The molecules move faster when heat i s $pplied and
the temperature Pises.

3• The molecUles move in straight

lines~

4. The volume of' the molecules is negligible in co.rn..
parison t o the

5·

distanc~

There are no

b$tween them.

fo~ees

of attraction between the

molecule _.
Since the

abov~

characteristie.s do not define a

gas; 1t is obvious t hat other equations
developed .

wou~d

have

~

to be

This has been done and the equations are much

more complex.

Nev$rtheless, the ideal gas equation is

very useful and has

m~y

applications .

In the praot1eal use ot Boyle's Law one set of eon..
---t-----U-1-ti-ons-1-S-<tGmp_a~

with another and in both situations

the temperature is the same .

If a gas is P1 and V1 ; by
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changing the pressure, they beco.rne 1?2 and V2, the product
or 'the t nro PV • s baing equal .
1. P1V1 • P2V2
(T t Constant)
In the same \7ay Charla ' s law can be used .
2•

.!J._ • ....!2_
vl

When P,

v,

(P : Constant)

v2

and T change together the t wo laws can be com•

bin d so that, for example ,

3• V2 -. Vl x
Whether the
on~,

Temp~

Va

can be found .

Fraction

f~~otions ~re

X

Press .• F:t"aetion

less than onQ or

great~

than

depends upon how the temperature a.nd pressure have

changed and upon how eaeh atfeets the v·olume .

The V2 (in

liters) can also be fonnd by using the edeal gas equation
and by knowing T2 (AQ ), P2 (in atm .) , and the number of
moles (n) of gas present. The R is the gas constant ,
• n X 0 • 0820 5' X Tg _
4 . v2 • nRT2.

-Pa

p2

The ideal gas equation can also be used to calculate
m~l~eular

weights of gases» baeause n • the number of

g;rams per xnoleeul ar ,·reight and this is substituted into

equation 4 .

5• PV ::

'f-

6· •

4B1

M ::

PV

If in equation 4, standard conditions

OJTF)-n
a~rAels~u»b~-.--------------
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stituted (T

= 273°A,

the volume is 22 . 4

P • l atm .. , and n • l), the value of

liters~

This means that 1 mole of any

gas at the same temperature anQ. pressure will occupy tbe
same voltune.

At STP conditions this

vo~ume

(22,.4) is

called the gram"'moleeular volume or the molar volume be•
caause one mole (one gram-molecular weight) of ga$ is pre-

lt will b0 seen from eq uat:ton 4 that any two

sen·t.

gases at the P, T, an.d V; will have the same value of n.

FQr gas A the

7•

~quatioh

nA •

will

bet

'!J.~A .
l'tTA

For gas B 1t will bel
8 • nB • PBVB
RT
. B

If PA

# ~B ,

nA • n;s .
same.

Vat and TA • T1 , then it follows that
The n'tlmber of moles of gases A and B are the
VA

IIi

This also means that the number

A and B are ·the same,

beca~se

stance conta:l.ns 6. 023 x 1023

or

molecules of

1 mole of any molecular su.b•

or

that substance.

If the
substance is atemie, then there will be , .023 x 1023 atoms .

This number is always designated by N and is called Ava-

gadro's number .
Consider hydrogen gas (H2 ) which is a diatomic mole•
-1------·cula~f there is present one mole of hydrogen gas, this
means that there is 1 gram...molecular weight of hydrogen or

-

--=
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2 . 016 grams and 6.023 x lo 23 moleoules. The number of
atoms present are 2 x 6.023 x 1023 or 12.04 x lo 23 atoms .

The volume that one mole or H2 oeoupies at STF conditions
is 22 . 4 liters which is easily determined using ·the ideal
gas equation.

-

~·

The student should eonsult any text or problem. book

and applY' the above equations :L.n practical problems.

When

you do a problem be sure you under$tand th$ conditions Un•
der whieh a particular equation is used and to know which
units are neeessary before an equation can be applied.

Procedurec

I.

BgyJ.e*§ W • Allow about 300 ml. of water to eome

to room temperature.

Set up the ap-p artus as shown in FIG•

URE II be-l ow l

Lj

1

- ---=-

1<v.b be•

Tuloi "'j

With the atopcock Qpen pour the water into the

run~

nel until the level of the wate_r in the burette reads 26·
---+-----~7-m

• The funnel

should be almost filled with

You. may have te adjust the height o

wate~.

--t1rerf-unnel-'to_J:l~h1eve

-------

11.5
these conditions.

Now raise ·tl'le :runn 1 slowly until ·the

v1mter in the bw·ette reaehes thf> bu.retto t ip , just pqst

the stopoock,

Close the stopcock and return the runnel

to the clamp.

If the level of t he water in the burette

does not chang e, your

a pparatu~

does not leak, and you

can now proceed to vel.. ify Boyle's Lavh
Novt open the stopcock ai'ld. allai the wate:r in the ftUl""

nel and th0 burette to level off.

Close the stopcock and

record the r eading of the burette (to the nearest 0.1 ml •.) •

This iSJ the volume of air :tn
pressure.

th~ bur~tte

Rec ord the reading, the

at atmospher.:lo

e~tst ing

pressure, and the temperature of tho room,

barometric

Place the ring

stand "'1th t he :tunnel on t ne floor-. being careful not to

upset the burette.

After equilibri um has

b~~n

reached,

measure (to the nearest mm.,) with a meter stiQk7 the dis•

tanoe b-etween t he two levels ot water. and reeord this
value along with the new reading on the burette.

Was the

pressure incref4sed or decreased when tne runnel was low...
ered'?

Now plaee the :funnel ring stand on the table and

the burette ring stand ·an the floox- .
distance betv1een tll.e two levels

with the bttr$tte

reading~

or

Again meast.ll"e the

water and record alGng
"·

-+------__,__-.o~..o.\1.-JloW----haY_:&__suU-i.oianLdatAL.tfLveri.fy_liQ~-1""e_,
' s"'---"L
,.
a.. . ,w._..,,___ _ _ _ __

The two PV values should be approximately the -same .

RG•·
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membar that· the distance between the two levels \Vas fer

eolu.mn of water and not a column of mere1,wy.

You must 1

therefore, convert the eolumn of water to a column of mercury by using the density of mercury which is 13 •.6 grams
(Tha barometric pressure is given in mm. of mer•

per ml.
cury.

ilhen you decrease or i.nerease the pressure on the

--

enclosed gas you either subtract or add this from the barometric pz·essure.

The units mt1.st,

the:r~:ro:re.,

be the same) .

On your raport you should show the data and the
tions for two values of PV.
II .

Ob:u:J.e~~

.Lu•

ealeUla~

Re.peat the experiment.

A dry , 2?0 ml ., El"l enmeyer flask

equipped with a stopper , glass tube, rubber tube, and
pinch clamp , is clamped firmly in a 600 ml. beaker .f:tlled
w1~b

water .

Boi l the

wate~

in the beaker for 5 min.

eor d the temperature of the boiling

Re•

ater as T1 (GA) .

WhiJ.e the water is sti ll boi l ing, olose the pi neh elarnp .

Remove the tlask and completely submerge it (ineluding th$
rubber stoppe:t and elamp) in a trough · ulJ. "f water .
tht9 flask , th$n open the pi nch elamp

1bi UitiE •

Aft er

wate~

lower the flask so

that~

ij,Q$i~:t:

Cool

.t!!t :nmtiQ.i

has 0ntered the flask 1

rai~e

~

or

t he water level in the f'lask is

equal to the water level 1n the trough .

Close the. pinch

amp while the fla$k is in this position.

Record the

temperature of the water :tn- the--trough as T2 (GA) .

~~~~---
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.Measlll"e the volume of the '· ater :tn the flask by pour•

ing 1t into a graduated Qylinder and reaord t his value.
Fill the flas
per .

oomplet0ly with .rater and replace 'the stop-

The water remaining in the flask is 'the same as ·t he

volume ot air ih the flask at·· the tempere.tl.U'e o.f the boil•
ing water ..

Measure this volume and reco;rd. its

valu~.

Record. the barometric pressure."
Yoll now have su.ff'leient data to

The two T/V values should be

v~rify-

ap~roximataly

Cha:rle t s

La.w~

the same. Sho

the data and the oaleulations £or the two values. ·Repeat
the experiment.
~it~m@at

i

D!:[tui&-2.n .9.1:.. Gfi.S !J

The faot that gases diffuse tlrr'ough

thE~

atmosphere is

a (llommonplaee obsex-vatlotl th.at ev ryonG experien.ces with
t he a1d of his sans& of smell.

is placed 1n one corner

eve·r y part

or

~f

I.t-, f(J)r example., e.amphor

a room it ean baJ detected in

th¢ rocm vri thin a relatively sho:rt t1mJh.

Th.e same will oeeur with othGr substances sueh. as hydrogen
slllfid~ .,

a11lmon1a, ehlorine, ete.

A ga$ or vapor that di:f':f'us.es th:rough ·the atmosphere

is h!nde.red by the mGleeul.es in
- t - - - -e-u-1-e.s_o_Ql_ i
decreas~d~

th~

air.

The gaseous mole-

e vrith the air moleeule$ and their veloeity is

With no air

pr~sent,

the gas would have a much

~
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g:r~a t$1'

A

velocity.

cap s ul~

This ean be shown by the . following:

of bromin$ on the bottom of a flask is broken

with a glass rod and aft er some

tiln~

the .red•brown vapors

of bromine are seen throughout the flask.
flask the a!r is r emoved by suction and

~

In a similar
hen ·the capsule

-

is broken the vapors are seen t hroughout the flask with•
in a fra ction of a. second .

The K1netie Molecular Theory o£ Gases makes it possible to derive an important equati on which relates. t he

pre$sure and volume of a gas to the kinetic energy of the
mol ec ules ~

The equation ie=
... 2
PV ... j

1'1" .,.
l'\.•l!l •
~

Since the average kinetic energy per moleoul'ti·i is

i MV2

(M is the mass and V i s t he velocity of light) it will

t he S.ame for all gases at the same temperature.
above equation, therefore , the right•hand side
and this is Boyle ' s Law.

b~

In the
1~

constant

It is possible from t he above

equation to derive a relation in whi¢h the velocity t:5f a
gas may b e calcula'ted :!.f the velooit;y of another gas is

known.

When the p'r essu.re and t :e mperature of two different

gases e.re the same, the ratio ot the velocities are equal
t o the i nverse of t he square roots of the densities of the
- - . - - -±w.I.Lgases.

The mathematical r elation is:

.!l_=~

-=
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where the units for v·el c ity (V) ar$

sity (d) is in grams/ ml .

em/sta~c.,

a.nd the den-

The relation is vali d, strietly

speaking, if the gases pass through em. ap·e rture of a cer.·....
tain :tiameto:r and in th:t s case one sp

of gasa..... .

ks o:f'

th~

Yflli1Qa

The molecular weights may be substituted for

the :J.ensi't:les.

Qt..l.alitativel y , the equation $impl y

s t~tes

that 1 ght molecules travel faster than heavy molecules
which, l nt ui ti vely , is quite rea.s onablth
Pr ocedu.:t•e:

Culoulate the ratio
Repeat t he

experim~nt

ot t he weights of HCl and

3•

!iH

so that you have thr$e l"atio values,

The veloei ty o.f the molecules anc1 ·t he distanc s they have

travel led are in
then be

writ.t~n

th~l

same ratio .

The above equation may

a$:

w·e1ght.

The

l~ppa.ratus

consis t s of a gl as.s rocl about

long and abollt 1 era, :i.n

di am~terr ,

50 em.

t·w·o eo:rks w1t h hole$

drllled. in the small end, and a small amGunt of co·tto.rs..

Have available a means of ma:rltj.ng t he glass
-+---~t..ha.:l;--tba_t.u.~ . .

t Ub~\! •

Be sure

This oan be done by he1,1. ting it

gently and swabb.:tng it out w·i t h ·a ball of cotton..

Pla~ e
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cotton in 'the cork holes and add some cone. RCl to one .
To the other add cone. NR40H with an eye droppe:.

Pla~e

both corks in the ends of the tube of the tttbe at the

same time and make note of the time .

---

Observe where a

white deposit forms , make a mark and note the time in sec•

onds .

Measure the distance between the two cork ... and the

distance from the

~thite

ring to one ot the corks.

How

would you. expect the t.ime to change with a change in

erature?

tamp~

Do this two more times making sure that the tube

After ealcul ting the

is clean and dry before each rvn.

three ratios , get an average value and calculate the per•

cent error involved in your measurements.

Use the :relat-

tion:

%Error

:e ~xpe,rc~ll!et;l~a.l • a<?~e~~ed

\Tl:l..lHa ,?';

~00

Aeeepted valu.e
~IUftt.iiAt
~

MQJ.al.. XQJ.tYai

S

~

Opgen

Theoretically, any gas could be used to determine
molal volum0 bu·t p:raetical considt;rations must be recog-

nized.

Oxygen is easily pxepared from chemiaals which are

cheap and easily accessibl e and it has the desirable phys•
ioal property of' being relatively insoluble in

wate1~.

It is evident that a spe0ific hu.mbe1• o:f grams of an
oxygen containing substance

~111

yie

a

S)!e'~i-f-i-a-v.ol-um

~~~~~~-
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of oxygen on deeomposit1on4 , The substance used must de-

compose under the heat of a bunsen burner and yield simple
products plus oxygen.

For example:

2Hg0

2Hg

02

2KC10

2K01

02

It is relatively easy to ealculate the number of grams
of oxygen

produced ~

If, tor example, 20g of HgO are de•

composed, then the amount of oxygen can be calculated as
follows:
Jcg

20g
2Hg0

2lig

2(216.6)gmw

..ag_

02

32gmw

• ....L-

32

2(21~.6)

This amowat ot oxygen corresponds to & definite volume of
the gas•

This volume can be calculated for STP conditions

if' it is recalled that 1 gram-molecular weight af any

occupies 22.4 liters at these conditions .
thex·ei'ore , is as
V

g~ s

The oaleulation,

f'ollow~u

=22 , 4 x l4l •

0 . 105 liters

32
This volume could nave also been ealoulated from the sto1ch•
j.ometrio equa·tion as follows a
20

X
H-g;---~Oa-

22 . 4~---------
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20

2(216 . b)

x

• ....L

22.4

&

22 •4. .•

iQ,

2(216. 6)

•

0.103 liters.

The 22 . 4 liters follows from the faet that l mole of any
gas at the same conditions

or

P,

v,

and T has the same num•

ber of molecules, i.e., 6.023 x 1023.

(See experiment

7>•

From an experimental point of view; it would be dif•
ficult to conduct the experiment at STP conditions .
ould require that the flask and beaker be kept at

It

ooa.

the pressure on th0 oxygen be kept at 76o mm of Hg .

and

It is

much easier, therefore, to conduct the experiment at room
temperature

( usually

Then, from your r .e sults, Calculate to

metric pressure .
STP conditions .

Charle *s Laws .

abottt 2;$ c. ) and the existing baro•

This can be done by combining Boyle •s and

(See experiment 7).

Procedure:
Plaee in a dry 6 in. test tube about 1 gram of dry
potassium chlorate and about 0 .. 2 gram of manganese diox•
ide-. CAUTION: Do not all,.ow these substances to come in
contact with paper or rubber .

Be sure that when

y«DU

plaee

the subst ances in the test tube no.ne remains on the sides
of the test tube .
Mix the materials intimately (not with a motar and
pestle; do not grind ), place in the test tube and weigh

the test tube on
O. OOlg .

h~-ana~~al~alano e ,

Record this weight.

to the nearest

Set up your apparatus ao•
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cording to FIGURE III below.
FJ;(lW£i ;!II
A

With tube A disoo.nneeted to the tEI)st tube, fill the
flask with water and siphon some through tube B.
the

flask and. o.l ose the p:tnch clamp.
'

Place 50 ml .

Refill

or

'

water in t he beaker, place the end of tube B in the water
in the flask, eonneet tube A and reopen the pinch clamp.
Raise the beaker so that the water level in the beaker is
even with the water level in the flask and t hen close the
pinch clamp .

Now t he pressure inside the flask is equal

to the pr essure outs.ide the flask.

Measure t he amount of

water in t he beaker.
Put the test tube in posi t .i on and with the beaker in

positi on, open the pinch clamp.
--+---~v~-U!'-ap-par-at.u.s

(Have the instructor cheek

before_pr ooeeding ).

Heat the t est t ube

str·o ngly until about half the water has been driven into
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the beakE!r.

In the meantime,_ be sure that the tip of the

delivery tube stays beneath the surface of the wat$r .
When the test tube reaches room temperature, raise the
--

beaker to allovr water to siphon back into the flask in

order to equalize the pres sures as above.

---=-,..

Finally, hold

-

the beaker so that its water level and t he water level in
the fla sk are the same .

While the beaker is j_n this pos-

ition, elose the pineh clamp and lower t he beaker.
ure the volume of

wat~r

Meas•

in the beaker and record as t he

volume 0f oxygen formed by the decomposition of KC1o3•
Remove the test tube, weigh to the nearest milligram and
record the weight .

.Measure t he temperature of the vrater

and rec ord it , together with the barometric pressure .
~ . ~eeond

trial using the same mixt ure in the test

Do

tube~

Fr om your data calculate the weight of a liter of dry
oxygen at SWP and the molal v01ume or

oxyg~n .

E4''Q8l&ltDJ. .Q
j

QA14sta Ani Tbfti£ IliAStiRBI
Water is generally studied independently because of
its unique role as the medi um 1n whi.c h many reactions oc ...

cur .

Very often 1t 1s one of the reaetants in

ution chemistry.

water~sol~

But water is an oxide of hydrogen which

is similar in some respects to the oxide of sodium (NaaO)
and yet similar 1n ot er

r-e-sp-eets~ide$

such as

so3

----~----
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and 002•
Oxides are classified as ionie, molecUlar, or eova•
lent (those oxides that form extensive

sttuctur~s

such as

silicon dioxide (8102) and selenium dioxide (Se02)).

The

ionic and molecular oxides are a specific group of compounds w1der the more general classification ot ionia and

molecular compotmds (see Experiment 6).

Therefore, ionic

oxides will be formed with oxygen (eleetronegativity of

3·5>

and an electropositive element .

Molecular oxides are

formed with oxygen and elements ot fairly high aleot:ronegativity, i.e., a non•metal.

An ionJ;e ~xide dees not

exist as independent molecules, but ra·t her, like NaCl , baa
a crystal lattice.

A molecula~ oxide exists as independent

molecules in the same way that

ammo~ia

gas (NH3) does.
The eleQtronegativity of hydregen is about 2.1. lt

m.ay be .:p;;t.aced i!l·~ Ch~oup IA or V:t~ tt>£ th~ PeriodiQ Table

and

gen~rallr

it exhibits a valence of 1.

The~efore,

one

of its most eonunon eompeund.a with oxygen is HaO and it is
pola:r.

This polarity is responsibl e for its wide use as

a solvent fo;r inorganie compoundsBecause •t the large difference in eleetronegativi•
ties of hydrogen and oxygen, one molecule of rate:r $xerts
ble influence on the relatively positive hydrog$n

ate:;ms of neighboring water molecules,

This foree is an
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electrostatic one and is strong anon h to constitute a
bond be·twaen the molecules.

This .is a b¥Ql9&fm

~

and

is shown by the tollowinga

/ H

H/

0

"H -----

~ 0'\

/H

1-1 ~ -- ~

,0

\H

The hydrogen atom does not 11e midway between the two oxygen atoms sinee the two bonds are very diff.e rent in strength.

The hydrogen bond is mueh weaker t han the covalent bond .
This association of watel' molecules has great effect
upon the physical propertie$ of water .

the two graphs be•

or

water in comparison

law show the abnormally high valuGs
m~l ting

to the

and boiiing points of hydrogen eompotmds of

the other elements in Group ~· vn .
=<

IOD

0

I..J

-so

50
\,.)

0

~

()

-100

~

~

[\.:

1-12.)

- 150

~
f..:

0

- so

Hz. Se

HzTe

H~S

M.P. "C

B . e· use of ·the electrostatic origin of the hydrogen bond ;
only the most eleotron(:)gat ive atoms•flu.orine, oxygen,
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n1trogen•form these bonds.
The reasons that water is so effective i n dissolving
salts are that it has a very high dielectric constant and

its molecules tend to combine with ions to form hydrated
ions.

Both of these properties are due to the large elec-

tric dipole moment

or

the water molecule _.

An

electric

dipole moment occurs anytime there is a separation of positive and negative charges in the molecule.
Solid magnesium oxide is an ionic
fore, a crystalline substance,

oxid~

and, there ...

When it is brought in con•

taot with water, the crystal lattice is destroyed because
of the high dielectric constant of water,

Mg( OH)2 is

formed , the Mg .. o bond is broken, anG1 the magnesium ion is
~+-

hydr ated to give :Mg(Hg0)6

•

The hydroxyl ions produced

give the solution its basic characteristics.

When a mole•

eular oxide, :1.,$. , C02 1 is passed into water 11 oarbonie
ae1d io formed ·whose structure is:
:o~
II

..
. ,.C -o·-H

H - ··o.

In this case t he 0-H bonds are broken and the hydrogen ions
produced give the solution its acidic characteristics.

-
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of rice) of each of the following oxides; mercuric

o~ide

(HgO), zinc oxide (ZnO), cupric oxide (CuO), magnesium
oxide ( gO), lead oxide (PbO), manganese oxide (Mn02 ),
and red lead (l0o3o4 )" Place in test tubas, hea:t for about two minutes and cheek for the

p~esenc~

of oxygen

with a wood splint.

o not heat the oxide long enough to cause the glass
to soften and the oxide to stick to ·the glass .

your :results in your notebook ..

Record

From the :f'ox·mula.s, calw

culate the perc0ntage by weight of oxygen in

ea~h

Is there any relationship between the percentage

oxide .

by

weight

o£ oxygen and the ease by whioh the oxides decompo se?
Look up ·the melting points of the oxides and record in

your notebook.
II. Ri~&9t~sma "Qetwot.n ox~gis ~ Yt;itet .

A. Take a. sample of each of thB follOtving oxides:
aluminum Gxide (Al203), ba.~ium oxide (BaO) , caleium oxidG
(CaO) , magnesium oxide (MgO) , manganese oxide (Mn02)t and
phosphorous pentox:Lde (P 2o,-). P.laee the samples in the
center ot several watch gl assss and drop water on each.
Test the resulting solution with litmus paper.
watch glass after each

·t~H~t

-~-------Ii._ Obtain samples

and red phosphorous .

Clean the

and reeord your results .

ot sulfur, ea.J?bon (ehareoal) t

Do not mix these sanlpler.---A- def---l-&g-· - - - - - - -
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rating spoon with a card board square piereed onto the
handl~

may be used to ignite the samplG.

Ignite the pho$

phorous and hold the burning sampl e in a gas bottle that

contains a hal.f'-ineh layer of. wat .r.
bottle

~ith

card boQrd squar$p

Close the top of the

When the burning $tops,

$hake the ge.s o:r the smoke in the bottle with the water .

Remove the spoon ane check the water wi t h litmus paper.
Repeat with sulfur and carbon.

Record the :results.

.Make

a table in which you, classify the oxides you tested w'lder

t hree headings: (1) ao1d forming ; (2 ) bas e forming, and

(3) no reaction with wator .
III .

~,Us.\l

it AJl RJI;4Qfl • Iiollow 0ut a p:teee of

charcoal near one end and make a depression about
wide and ; ....mm. de p.

l~cm.

Fill the depl'ession with eupria

oxide (CuO) and h9at it with a bunsen fl ame while at ths
same time blowing through a blow pipe.,

A

bl~T

pipe is

used to supply excess air necessary to attain a suttieiently h1.gh t..empe:rature .

IV • ~St~Jwq,a~ 2t l?.ttoa;t~·~U1•
fi ., Flaee about

in a

w

test tube.

o.;-g of sodiwn perioxide (Na2o2)

.A.dd a few drops of water and test for

the evolution ot oxygen.

As more water is added what hap-

- - + - - --'1'\. -ens-to-the-ma-t'iitr!-a-1!1-~s.t-w.t-th-J.~tmtls--Pa.p-er-.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. Place approximately

lO~ml .

of

3%

hydrogen per•
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oxide (H2o2 > in a test tube and add a small amount of MnOa•
Test the gas which is evolved with~ a glowing splint,
>

~lltj~;Lm.~nt

u

Ui:rU: ogftm
The hydrogen molecule is the simplest example of a
covalent molecule.

(See Experiment 6).,

structure is written H:H.

By

th~

The electronic

study of its speetrwn

and by quantwn meehanieal calculations the

hyCJ~o.gGn

mole ..

cu.le is p:tctured with the 2 eleetrons moving about in the

region of th
lcu~gely

tw~

nuel$1,

concentrated in the

Th6'

motion of the eleetrons is

regj~o:n

between the two nuelai .

The two el ctrons held by both atoms, equally-* eonsti tu.tes

the bond.

We ha'\re saen that ther$ is strong tendency for ele ..
ments to either gain or lose el(f)et:ro.ns and thereby acquire
tb~

stable electron configuration of the nearest in$.X't gas .

Fol' example , the sod1wn atora loses one electron to attain

the configuration of neon, the chlorine atom gains an
electron to beeoma lilte ·a rgon.

This same tand.ency oper•

ates in the formation of molecules eon:taining covalent

bonds.

The hydrogen atom can take on an electron to form

the hydride ion (Hf"') as in the $alt sodium hydride (N'aH).

· t can also aonieve the

he~tt~atruetur~-by-shari~~i~~-------------

electron with another hydrogen atom.

The shared. electron
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pair is counted first :for one atom and then for the other.
Therefore, each has the helium structure.

In solution., hydrogen generally exists as the + 1
ion. lifhieh is hydrated (H

3o;-) ~nd called the hydronium. ion.

It has been demonstrated (see Experiment 4) that some

metals react with hydroniu.m ion to evolve hydrogen gas:

Zn

+

+

++

3o

2H

H2

+ Zn + 2H20

It was also fou.nd that some metals such as copper do not
undergo this reaction.

It is evident that the metals

reRctive power (or activity) eould be compared on the
basis of their activity with hydronium ion.

This has been

done and. the activity of metals is quite variable.

It is

convoni.ent to a.rrange the metals in. the order of declin.ing
activity ..

A£t.tn.t.:z:

~nu

.9.! Jalj!

M2~ ~

Llff§tu.§.

Potassium

K

Tin

Sn

Calc:I.um

Ca

Lead

Pb

Sodium

Na

Hydrogen

H

:magnesium

Mg

Copper

Cu

Aluminum

Al

Mercury

Hg

Z:tno

Zn

Silver

Ag

Iron

Fe

Gold

Au

-------=M'""'e_,.,tal_S_,__g~eD.Bl"_ally_,__W_i_th_lD1~0nizatinn_p_n_·t_en_tia1s_and _ _ _ __

small electronegativities have large activit:J.es.

Those
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+

metals above hydrogen react with H3o in dilute solutions
of acids to liberate H2" Those below hydrogen are not
sufficiently active to do so .

A metal ean react with any

ion lying below lt in the series.

Thus , zinc atoms will

react with copper ions according to ·the follo\ving equation:

cu

+

zn++

Metals differ in the number of electrons which their

atoms lose when reacting with H3o
the following equations:
+

0

(l)

Na

(2)

Mgo + 2H o+
3

+ H30

..

For example, consider
0

Na./

+ H20

++

--t

Mg + 2JJ20

+ H
+ aH
0

+t+

0

+ JH3o+
Al + 3H20 + 3H
In each aaE;e the metal. is :reducing the :a3o+ • The metals
0

(3)

Al

are, thereto:re, reducing agents and they

~

elect:rons .

In the above equations, l mole (1- gram molecular weight )
of' metal is used, but they do not r -a.ct with the same num+
of R30 •

The equations

tions (1) by 1, (2)
0

(4)

Na

( 5)

1/2Mg

0

0

(6 ) l / 3Al

by

+

c~n

be

rew:e·itt~m by

a , and (3) by 3;
+
+

r1 0

3

____.

+

NQ

++

+ a o ___.

l / 2Mg

+ H30

l / 3Al

3+

+++

---+

+ H2 0

dividing equa•

+ H

0

()

+ H20 + H
+ H20

+

0

H

We now have l male of H o+ reaeting in eaeh equation.

3

But the moles of metal are not the same.

In terms of grams

of the metal we have in (4) 23g of Na, in (5) 24. 31/2 or
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12.16g of Mg and in (6) 27/3 or 9€ of Al.
eapaoities
identieal-

~f

The reducing

23g of Na, 12.16g of Mg and 9·0g of Al are

It should be noted t at TRESE ARE THE EQUIVAL-

EN'r WEI GHTS <r>f Na, Mg, and Al .

It should also be

ev1~d ent

from 'the foregoing di s cus s ion that:
Equivalent weight

=Gram atomic weight/val ence

Prooeduret

:r .

Recall the reaction of' sodium, potassium, and

calciuJn in water as performed in Experiment 4.

Writ

equations illustrating the reaet:i.ons which took plaee.

II. Place 10 m.l.,. of dilute HCl (2M) in several test
·tubes.

Add a small piece of

M~

to ona test tube,

Note

the vigor of' the reaction and while the reaction is still

talt:tng place, hold an inverted empty test tube directly

over the one with the rea.etion.
place

th~

Afte:r abou-t

15 seconds,

mouth of the second test tube te the flame ot

a bunsen burner.

Record your observations .

simil.a:r tes ts using

zn,

Fe,

sn,

Carry out

and Cu in the test tubes

with HCl -

III.
IV.

The funnel should

flask.
- - r - - - -tt.h

Make a gas generator as illustrated in FIGURE
ext~md

lmost to the bott.o.m or the

CAUTION: You have seen one property
i s dangerous.

GENEHATOR.

or

hydrogen

DO NOT BRING A FLAME NEAR THE GAS
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Place l5'g of mossy

~inc

in the flask ancl add enough

water to covel' the and of the thistle tube (or funnel).

V'mAP A TOWEL AHOUND THE FLASK.

Pour down the :f'un.nel, a

few ml. at a time, a solution containing 30 ml. of dilute

H2so4 and 1 ml. of CuS0 4 •
The first gas which comes over will be a mixture of
air and hydrogen.

After about 1 min. of reactton, begin

to collect two bottles of the resulting gas by water displacement.

Leave the bottles mouth <'lown until you are

z·eady to use them •

.Bottle 1.

~:fest

for pure hydrogen, using a candle

attached to a long pole.
Bottle 2.

Apply this

bottl~,

beaker of air, mouth upward.
for sever&l minu.tes.

ing.

mouth downward, to a

Keep them in this position

'rh0n touch the candle to each open-

neeord your obssrvations.

the generator, leaving the

unt~ea.ctad

zinc.

Add more zinc
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if

nc~ded.

Altar the

tnbe so that i.t passes into

dali'i!£~:ry·

a celc:turn chloride d.ryln.g tube as shown :tn FIGURE V below:

Ge.nerate h.yd.r·c:gmn i.'cr 2 min. to clear the anparatus o:f' air
before heating the copper ox.tde.
pt1.:ra hydrogen :ts passing Oll'ar it.

Heat the oxide 1N'hile the
Wb.at change do you ob ....

.1.a
lii.uu

JD.R~w

Agic9Ji.

~

Acids and bases are generally defined either in terms

or

electrons or protons.

L~~is

The fi1•st is

r~ferred

to as the

system and the second as the Bronstad s,ystem.

The

Bronstati system. is especially convenient when the solvent
is water and whon the reacting speeies oonta1n hydrogen.
~:his

system will be discussed

below~

dHfined in terms of' the same par•
ticle, i.e. 1 the proton (H ).

B~r

definition, th.e:ref,::>re.,
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en acid is a molecular or ionic substance from which pro-

tons can be detached.
(1)

HCl

(2)

HAc

For example:
+
r.I +

+

~

Ac.""

'l'he s1.ngle arrmv in(!licating the HCl is 100% disso(:iated

and the double arrow indicating that dissociation of acetic

acid (HAc) is incomplete.

I:f

W$

had a bottle of the same

concentration of HCl and HAo, the amount of'

r:f'"

ion fot·med

in equation (2) would be a lot less than in equation (1).
This ean be shown in a qualitative way by chackin€ the
conductance of the two solutions as was dona in

r~~xperiment

6. The brightness of the light ind:lcates the comparative
amount of H+ ion in both eases.
Equations (1) and (2) actually define the acid the

way Arrhenius did in 1887.

Sinee (1) takes place 1n water,

it should be included in the equation with water baing one
of the reactants.
(3)

HCl

+

H2 0

H 0

(4)

HAc

+

1120

II 0

3
3

+

-t

+

+

Ac ..

Cl

A base is any substance, molecular or ionic, which
accepts protons .from an aoid.

Originally, the term base

was limited to those su'bstances which contained hydroxide
--··----···--ions.-J?ut_thi.s_ha~~n__hroadened
b_y
------

Bronstad as the def-

M---~~--·--··------~---·-··-

inition indicates.

Any hydroxide compound is a base be-
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cause it accepts a proton.
(')

OH'*

+

+ H3o

2fla0

Reaction (5) is called neutralization
neutralized the

oa·.

beoaus~

the

a3o+

Note that (3) and (4) has water ac-

cepting a proton, making it a base aocording to the t heory .
The reaction of an acid and a base is a very common

type of r eaction and because in all of these, there is a
donation

ysis .

~pd

acceptance of a preton, it is called protol-

A si,mple reac t ion is•
+

Na + + O!I... + H + Cl""'

which can be rewritten asl
OH""' +

H+

but is more correctly written as in equation (?) .
In Experiment 10 we defined

co2

as an acidie oxide .

'l'he equation for the reaction can now be written as:
C02

H2co 3

+

H20

co3

H2

co3= +

211+

The protons formed account tor the blue litmus paper turning blue .

Litmus paper is not the only indicator that can

be used te determine. whether a solut ion is acidic or bas:te .
Indicators not only indicate this but can also give a good
'
.
+
idea of the concentration of a 3o , beeause they change
-

+

color at dif'ferent concentratioru; of H3o

•

indicators are used in the procedure belGw.

Some of these
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Procedure&
C2nQ~Qt~yit!i§ Q!

I.

12ly$1QDA a[ iS.4i

~ ~~~~~·

A. Test for conductivity a solution of RCl in
water (hydrochloric acid solution) and a solution of HCl

in toluene.
B. Compare tha conductivities of 0.1 molar sol ...
utions

or

the following acids: (record your results)

hydrochloric acid
sulfuric acid

HCl

nitric acid

HN0

H2so4

acetic acid

tic 2n3o2

3

phosphoric acid Ii.3P04
carbonic acid n2co
3
c. Compare the conductivities of 0.1 molar sol•

utions of the following bases• (record your results)

sodium hydroxide

NaOH

potassium hydroxide

KOH

ammonium hydroxide

NH40H

calcium hydroxide

Ca(Oli)

2

II • RiiG!i~OAI .Qt. .ibJi bi!lt2A1R J.ga.

Pour 2 ml. of

water in each of tour test tubes and to each add ' drops
of a 0.1 molar solution of NaOH and one drop of phenolphthalein.

~he

color or the indicator will show that the

solution contains an excess of hydroxide ions.

To orte of

the tubes, add 0.1 molar HCl dropwise until the color dis-

appears (count the. drops).

Repeat with the other tubes,

using in turn H2so4 ,

and HC2II3o2 •

n3Po4 ,
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~ ~RJ.Qt

III"

.Qt.

!Uflis&t~u·

.1Q

IASl!.4

&QlUtl,gn..

Pre ...

pare a. series of clean 3-in. test tubes containing 5 ml.
or the various acid solutions ranging from 1o•l to l0""7M
of II

•

Add to each test tube one drop of methyl violet

indicator,

Stir each and note the colors which are char•

acterist1c or the given H concentration.

Save this for

comparison with the next tests.

rv. Ibi

dt£ri~

2!

~in•a&~L~n

2£

as~i1Q

IS14·

Obtain

a 5 ml• portion of lM HC2H o2 and test it with one drop
3
of methyl violet indicator. Maks as accurate an estimate
of one H concentration as possible, by comparison with
your standards ot test III.
V•

~ CQlot§

2t ;ttMl.SUit.Rt§ 111 :tliUii¥ §QJ.J.l:ta.QUri•

Pre•

pare a series of 3-in. test tubes containing 5 ml. of the
various alkaline solutions ranging from 10'""1 to
Ofl'"''.

1o-7M ot

Test each with two drops of indigo carmine indicator.

Stir each and note the colors, Qnd in particular, the range
of the color change and labQl for use in part

VI~

Like-

wise, determine the colors and color range with alizarin
yellow and phenolphthalein,

Keep

color changes for use in part

the tubes covering the

v~.;

VI • I.t&i 4&1£11 .Q.t ;S.QA~&i¥19$1 !lt

11 llii42H•

Test a 5"

ml. portion of 1M IDi4 0H with the indicators to determine
the ou- concentrations.

E;gp§r!mcnt 1.1
1:1 tr~t+2ll .2! A9~ila iW.4. Ba§ti

In Expdriment 12 the conductivity of a solution of
HCl was said to be greater than that of HAc.

1'h1s was

concluded .from the experimental data because it was found
that the light bulb was brighter when
placed in the HCl solution.
statement.

~he

electrodes were

The above is a

uu.ala:,tat~x§

If it could be possible to refine the instru•

mentation, the conductivities of the two solutions eould
be measured accurately and a
then be made.

~iiot•tm~axi

statement could

The exact amount of difference between the

two solutions is now important.

In this experiment the

desired results are obtained with quantitative data.
Before a good understanding of the process of titra•
tion and its use can be had, it is necessary to know how
the chemist designates the concentration of a solution.
There are two important and often used methods or destg•
nation: (1) that based on moles (Experiment 7) and named
molarity, and (2) that based on equivalent weight (Exper•
iment ll) and named normality.
By

definition• molarity is the number of moles (gram-

molecular-weights) of substance per liter of solution.

The

~-~--. _JllQlecy.lar weight of H2 ~o4~is <]8.08? and 1_!!lerefor6),__!_mole

of H2S04 contains 98.082g •

It only 49.04lg are taken and

· - - _ __

diluted to 1 liter, then the concentration would be

o.!)M.

1n the ease of HCl, a 1M solution would be made by taking

36.465g of HCl and diluting to 1 liter. The procedure is
the same for bases.
By definition, nor·mality i$ the number of equivalent

weights of substance per liter of solution.

lent weight o:f' an acid is the weight
of furnishing 1 mole or a proton.

or

The equlva•

that acid capable

The equivalent weight

of a base is the weight of base capable of accepting 1
The equivalent weight of H2so4 is
98.082/2 or 49.04lg. Therefore; a normal solution (liO

mole ot a proton.

is made by diluting 49.04lg of H2S04 to 1 liter.

The

molecular weight is divided by two because 1 mole or H2S04
can furnish 2 mol(·:ts or a proton.

UCl is 36.465/1 or 36.465'g.

The equivalent weight of

Therefore, a lN solution is

made by diluting 36.465g of HCl to l liter.

It only half

of the molecular weight were used, then the resulting

solution would be O.?N.

The following table summarizes

the pertinent information for some common acids and ba1::test

HCl

36.465'

36.465

36.465'

H2so4

98.082

98.082

49.041

--~·······--HJPQ4--

N'aOH

--99-.-99--98-.00-········--- -)2..66- ····---- · - - - 40.00

40.00

40.00
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h'1l4 0H

35.05

Ca(OH) 2

74·.10

The nornmlity of an acid or base of urDtnown concentration may be d6termined by titrationo

Tho advantage of

uslng normality rathe:r than molarity is that equal volumes
of solutions of equal normalities have identical capacities
for· neutralization, since they contain equal m;unbers of

equivalent weights.

For example, consider the titration

of lM NaOI-f with 1M H2S04 which oecurs according to the
following equation:
2Na0H

+

Na2so4

H2S04

Tw.ice as much Na.Ofl is

~equired

than H2S04 because the

H2S04 furnishes 2 n;oles of a proton.
base are both lN,

titration.,

t~hen

+ 2H2 0

When the acid and

equal vol,umes are :required in the

The end ot titration is identified with an

indicato1• present in the solution.

In a titration, equivalent weights of acid and base
are being compared.

The number of' equivalents o:f acid is

given by:

va x Na
and tho nwnber of equ1va.lents of base is given by&
Vb X Nb
----""A,·f_t_eJ?

n~utnlization

applicable:

takes place the tollQwing

equat~on

is
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This equation is valid if the volume is expressed 1n liters
1~oth

or milliliters.

u.nits.

volumes must be stated in the same

In a titration, one of the normalities is known.

Procedure:
I.

Measure

50

ml. of vj.nega.r with a pipette and pour

into a 250 ml. beaker.

Add 2 drops of phenolphthalein.

Fill a burette with a normal solution of sodium hydrox:J.de
and draw out the excess until the meniscus at the top of
the soluti.on stands at the tip graduation of ·che burette.
!>'rom the burette add sodium hydroxide to the

bealH~r

of

vinegar until 1 drop of NaOH produces a pale pink in the
solution.

NOTE:

Maintain cot1stant stirring.

The pink

color means that the acid has just been neut:r.e.llzed by the
base and 1s .now 1 drop excess base.

Read the burette and

record this reading as the voJ.ume of base used to neutral•
ize the acid.

According to the equationt

one molecule

or

NaOH neutralizes one molecule of acetic

acid, or one g:ram ....molecular ...weigh of NaOll neutralizes one

gram-molecular-weight of acetic aoid.
Calculate the amolmt of acetic acid present in the
vinegar.

Hei;ort this amount as .% acetic acid.

II. Using the normal solution of NaOR, determine the
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number of equivalents in two vveighed amounts of solid ben•
zoic acid.

Carr~·

simultaneously.

out the procedure for two determinations
Prom this value calculate th.e welght of

the acid.

Between 2.0 and 2.2g of the solid acid should

be used,

The solid should be weighed out in a. ca.ref'u.lly

weighed beake:t• and shouJ.d be dissolved in about

25 ml.

ethyl alcohol prior to the titration with the base.
COl"d all data and make all. calculatiot1S necessary

mine the equivalent weight of the solid acid.

of

He-

tC> detel"-

Look UIJ

equivalent weight of benzoic acid and then calculate the

% error o:r your answer •"
Sodium hydroxide coats glassware and freezes all moving parts.

Be

Slll'e

to wash the burette completely when

the experiment is complete.
E;Xllii&i!ns;m;t J.i
P:x;3,gat;J.Qil-rlitu1~tcttsm

Oxidation-reduction reactions are quite common and

form one of the iDlportant types of chemical reactions.

In

any reaction of this type "there is an oxidation half reac ...
tion and a reduction hal£ reaction which always take place
simultaneously.

If you have or.ua reaction taking place, you

also have the other .h.alf.

The gain or loss o:r oxygen can

be used as the cri·terion for analY'zing ox1dation-reihction

reactions but because there are reactions in which oxygen
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is not involved bu.t, yet, are claasif'ied as oxida.tion-re•
duction, another criterion is desirable.
Consid0r the simple reaction which was eneetmtered

in Experiment 11:

+

++

Cu

----+

There are two hulves to this overall reaeticn:
(1)

"'
Zn ++ + ~:.:e

(2)

CuP

In (1) the elementary zinc loses two electrons to f'orm the
.zinc ion4

By definition the zlnc is

gzlfl·6i~tl·

In (2) the

copper ion gains two electrons to form elementary copper.

By dofin1tion the copper ion is heing reduced.

The two

electrons lost by the zine are gained by the copper ion.
Zinc is tb.a ;JZ,§rlns•tUl iit:tln·t ~because 1 t loses electrons and
copper ion is the

Q.1i:U~;ls1ll];

r&gsw.t because it gains electrons.

It is evidant that these definitions are based upon the
electron vJh1ch is not tml:IJre the way acicls and buses we.re

defined. in Experiment 12.

In the case of acids and bases,
+

the c:ritarlon used was the proton (H ) while in the case
of oxidizing and reducing agents it is tho electron.

It is apparent that the greater the tendency i'or an
atom or a group of atoms to lose electrons thH stronger
·····---~··~···· wi~l

a.at a~-..~.-E~d.ucing ~gent.

Similar..ly.....,~i:;bc

greater

the tendency to gain electrons the strcmger it will act

as an oxidizing agent.

The relative abilities

or

atoms
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or groups o£ atoms to lose electrons can be

meaSQ~ed

using

A t&.ble ie obtained that

hydrogen as the reference point.

bears a s'Ll'ong l'osemblance to the ac·tivity to.ble of .metals
discussed in Expe.riment 11.

The metal VIi th the greatest reducing poweJ:' is put at
th.e to1) of the list.
ot;her metals.

It is able tcJ reduce the ions of all

This aeries is called the Electromotive-

Porce Series beoaus0 tl1e tendency of one metal to reduce

ions or a!1.othe.t· can be measured by setting up an electric
cell and maasm·;Lng the voltage v,rhich it produces.

romotive force is synon.omous with the voltage.

Elect-

Lithium

is the most p0warful reducing agent and has u voltage of
,3.05 and its half reaction is written :ln the table as•

J,:t

Li+

+ e""

Zinc is not nearly as powert:.:l a.reduo1ng agent and
has a voltage of 0.76.

Hydrogen has a voltage of' zero

which was a.l'bi trarily assigned and :refers to the half

reaction•
·-·· - _, 21:''+
iJ.
-

+

Copper is very weak as a reducing agent with a volt•
age of .0.34 Qnd its rmlf reaction is1
Cu++ + 2e_an.d_tt-f.allS--belm'!-h.y'drogen-in--the-serLes-.-If-the-above-----

examples are placed ill order of' deex•easing voltage we get
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a quantitative cmnparison of reducing abillt:tes.

JliJ.t

R.eas;~~S~Al
t-

+ e-

3.02

+++2e ..

0.76

Li - 1 1

Z11 _._.. 2~n

o.oo
cu -cu+t+2e ..

-0.34

++ .. +
'£he table indicates that lithium will reduce Zn , tt

"' + +;
and Cu

·
Zl.llC

duoe Cu+ +.

·
Wl.ll
i."educe

.it +

and a· u++ J h y d rogen

·11
w~

:re ...

'l'he above voltages are determined expei'iment ...

ally at 25°C. and the concentration of the ions are all 1

Molar.
Procedure•
small strip o:t' coppel' to separate test tubes of ferrous
sulfate, hydrochlOl'ic acid, copper sulfa:te, mercuric ni•

trate, and silver nitJ•ute.
utions, add strips of

and tin.

il"O.U

To o·ther sets of the same sol•
(or an iron nail), zinc, lead,

In some cases, reactions r.aight taka place im.-.

mediately or reactions might take place a.f'tel' a f'ew minutes, and a.ga1n thel'$ may be no :reaction.
A. Compare the strength of ·the various metals

used in terms of reducing powel" •
·····--- - -

------l.3-.-~~epa:t1 e-a-table-ay----a-rrang-.:l-ng~tcfie-symbe±-s-o£-'-········----

these metals in a ve:r.•tical aolwnn,

pl~c:lng

the strongest
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reducing agent at the top.

To the right of each metal,

make a dash, followed by the oxidized form of the metal:
Me • Me+
Tlrls table is a brief torm of the Electromotive-Force
Series,

of

or

the Oxidation-Reduction Potential Series.

II.

Rit~S~i1n£

~~04•

solution.

aggp.ts.

To four test tubes, add 3 ml.

Acidify one test tube with 3 ml. of

2M HCl, to the second. test tube add. 6 ml. of HCl, to the
t;drd add 9ml. of HCl.

Record the time in each case.

Observe eaeh test tube after 2 min., 10 min., and 30 min.
Hecord your observations, making special note of' the
colors.

To the fourth test tube, add 4 drops of 3N NaOH,

then add H2S solution dropwise until the system turns
brown.

Describe all changes which you observe taking

place.
III. Rf:!iYS:!.!l& iai!API•

using samples

or so3··.

Repeat procedure II above

Record your observations.

